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Selective harvesting preserves forest diversity, 
leaves healthy trees forfu ture harvests, and 
im proves growth rates by reducing com petition 
fo r  m oisture and light.
Reforestation techniques, including hand 
planting seedlings and leaving the healthiest 
trees a s seed  sources to ensure future forest 
productivity and sustained forest growth.
Buffer zones along 
stream s help maintain 
water temperatures and 
reduce saltation.
A variety o f tree species and a  healthy 
percentage o f snags and large trees are 
left to maintain the integrity o f the forest.
W hen  y ou r  goa l is a healthy tim ber business, 
a healthy forest on ly m akes sense.
H,EALTHY FORESTS, streams and
wildlife aren’t just good  for the environment. They’re
also good  for the timber business.
At Plum Creek, our goal is to be a lasting, vital
part o f  the local economies. And, frankly, if the timber
disappears, so  will we.
That’s why, in 1990, we
began looking at new ways o f
managing land and harvesting
timber. Our aim was to create
forestry practices that would
provide us with a sustainable timber
D , . | ... „  resource, while minimizing long-P rofession a ls like Frank Cuff, . .
th e1996 M ontana Society  term  im Pact on  * *  environment. 
o f  Am erican F oresters 1,1 essence, we began to focus more
"F orester o f  the Year.' ensure
environm ental harvesting 
m ethods are im plem ented 
on  P lum  C reek lands.
on what we leave and less on what we take. The result was 
a set o f  Environmental Principles which guide Plum Creek 
land management decisions. These principles cover every­
thing from enhancing ecological and structural diversity” 
to ‘cooperating with neighboring land owners.”
In these ways and others, w e’re working to 
maintain a healthy forest and sustainable resource.
It’s good  stewardship. And good  business.
■  To receive a copy o f Plum Creek's
I  Environmental Principles, write: D irector o f
■  Corporate Affairs, Plum Creek Timber Co..
■  Box 1990. Columbia Falls, MT59912.
Phan Creek Timber Company 
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S hoot to W in
Three University o f Montana students were recognized during the 1998 Hearst Journalism Awards Program after competing with students from 105 accredited undergraduate jour­nalism programs. Bruce Ely, a 1998 graduate who interned for the Roanoke Times in 
Roanoke, Virginia, placed thirteenth in the first round o f the photojournalism competition, 
sixth in the second, and he earned third place and $1000 in the third round. As one o f six 
finalists, Ely will compete on May 18 in the Hearst Foundation’s final “shoot-out” in San 
Francisco. Junior Stuart Thurlkill o f Missoula earned sixth place and $500 in the photojournal­
ism category. Senior Kimberly Jo Eiselein placed fourteenth in photojournalism in the competi­
tion’s first round; Senior Jason Asters earned twentieth place in the third round. Kathleen 
Jones, a 1997 graduate from Great Falls, placed twelfth in the television category.
A  During a Ku Klux Klan rally on January 17,
1998, in Memphis, Tennessee, a KKK member is 
beaten by a crowd o f protesters.
^  In the dazzling light o f a sunset, Annette 
Johnson, 4, and her brother, Mkah, 10, o f Roanoke, 
Virginia, enjoy the warm weather on their trampoline.
^  Coach Elliot 
Sampley o f the 
Nevada, Missouri 
Griffons comforts 
pitcher Ben Hickman 
after he gave up the 
winning run in the 
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RX for a New 
Building
The dream o f a new addition to UM’s pharmacy building will become a reali­ty, thanks to a $3.2 million gift from 
the ALSAM Foundation that topped off the 
project’s fund-raising goal. The donation is 
the second gift made by the private Salt Lake 
City-based foundation—in 1995, the founda­
tion donated $2.5 million to the UM School 
o f Pharmacy to kick o ff the $10.4 million 
fund-raising campaign.
The goal has been met, thanks to $2 mil­
lion from the 1997 Montana Legislature, $2.5 
million from American Stores Co. and about 
$200,000 from faculty, alumni and friends. 
The construction can now begin on the addi­
tion to the Pharmacy/Psyehology Building on 
the south side o f campus. Construction on 
the 70,000-square-foot addition will start in 
June and will be finished by the end o f 1999. 
Plans for the addition, which will join the 
school’s pharmacy and physical therapy pro­
grams under one roof, include classrooms, a 
lecture hall, science research labs, student 
learning labs, offices and conference rooms.
Faculty Approves 
Contract
By a vote o f two to one on February20, UM’s faculty—who had been work­ing without a contract since July 
1997—approved a two-year contract that pro­
vides a pay increase. The increase is 2.5 per­
cent a year for 1997-98 and 1998-99 plus a 
permanent market adjustment that will vary 
by faculty rank and year. The state Board o f 
Regents approved the contract on March 4.
Storyteller Dr. Vincent 
Kftuku o f Kenya 
enthralls a young audi­
ence with his stories of 
Africa.
The increase will 
come as a 1.25 per­
cent raise on July 1 
and January 1 
instead o f a 2.5 per­
cent pay increase on 
July 1. The faculty, 
in effect, delayed half 
o f their salary 
increase to help off­
set a predicted short­
fall in UM’s budget 
The delay means a loss o f $1,000 to $3,000 
per faculty member over a two-year period.
According to the 1996-97 Carnegie 
Classification system, the average faculty 
salary at UM is $44,700 or 95 percent o f the 
average salary at six peer institutions. These 
institutions include University o f Alabama- 
Tuscaloosa, University o f Louisville and 
University o f North Dakota. According to 
The 1998 State Fact Finder prepared by the 
Congressional Quarterly, which ranks faculty 
salaries by state, Montana’s faculty salaries 
rank forty-seventh out o f fifty states.
Around the 
W orld in 
Eighty B ites
There were African Swazi satties and Korean kimbobs washed down by Estonian honey beer. There was music 
from Malaysia and Moldavia, dances from 
Japan and Ireland. And there were hundreds 
o f students and townspeople at the eighth 
annual International Culture and Food 
Festival on April 5 at the University Center. 
Presented by students and faculty from sixty- 
two countries, the event titled “Discover
Japanese students introduce Missoula youth to sumo 
wrestling.
Treasures o f Diversity” featured food, dance, 
music and crafts from forty countries, includ­
ing a Children’s World with African story­
telling, a Japanese tea ceremony and a 
Mexican counting game.
The event kicked off UM’s International 
Week, April 5 to 11, a celebration o f cultural 
diversity that spotlighted speakers including 
Ambassador Mark Johnson, deputy inspector 
general with the U.S. Department o f State; 
conservationist and storyteller Vincent 
Kituku o f Kenya; and Professor Shiro Ikeda 
o f Japan’s Kumamoto University.
Editor’s Note
The barren steppes o f Mongolia. The lush veldt o f Tanzania. The raucous rain forests o f  Indonesia. And the dusty shan­tytowns o f Mexico. These are just a few o f  the many places 
around the globe where UM faculty have conducted research in 
the past several years.
The diversity and breadth o f our faculty’s interests was one of 
the most striking things about putting together this issue—the sec­
ond in our series on UM and the world. Ranging from Mongolia 
mountain-building to urban popular movements in Mexico, the 
research spans the globe and covers nearly every subject, more than 
we were able to cover. So read this as a sampling o f the projects that 
UM faculty are undertaking. And read this as an answer to 
President Dennison’s charge to the faculty “to connect with peers 
throughout the world...to involve distant people and communities.”
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V ictory on the Air
B
I y the time the cowbell was rung at 
Montana Public Radio, the dogs beat 
'the cats in the Sunday night pet wars, 
and listeners snatched up premiums such as 
ballroom dancing lessons, llama manure and 
huckleberry fudge. From March 28 to April 5, 
Montana Public Radio Week, the on-air fund­
raiser, raked in $288,772 worth o f pledges. 
And the unpledged donations continued to 
roll in, garnering another $6,396. The money 
raised, which exceeded the $295,000 goal, 
will support station programming for KUFM 
in Missoula and KGPR in Great Falls.
In other radio news...Sally Mauk, new: 
director for MPR, recendy received a 199 
regional Edward R. Murrow Award for 
excellence in electronic journalism.
Mauk’s recognition came from a fea­
ture story, “Cheers for Charlie," a 
five-minute profile about a deaf 
UM cheerleader. With the 
regional honor, Mauk is now 
in the running for a national 
Edward R. Murrow Award to 
be announced in June.
Grizzly Yohance 
Humphrey entertains 
youths from the 
Missoula Youth Homes 
during the Grizzlies’ 
spring “Random Acts of 
Kindness” program. 
During the two-week 
program, players also 
served meals at the 
Poverello Center and 





There's been a whole lot o f surveying going on at UM this past 
semester. First, 14 percent o f 
UM students expressed their 
likes and dislikes about the 
University in the Student 
Satisfaction Inventory, then 11 
percent o f UM faculty, staff and 
administrators rated student 
experiences in the Institutional
Priorities Survey. The results were 
something like this: After ranking 
academic excellence as UM’s most 
important priority, students and 
personnel felt that UM offered a 
good course variety, knowledge­
able and well-prepared faculty, 
intellectual growth and a safe 
and secure environment 
Students ranked inadequate 
parking and registration 
hassles as top concerns. 
UM employees felt that 
announcing financial 
awards in a more time­









an Cushman '34, best 
known for his novel 
Stay Away, Joe, 
received the H.G. Merriam 
Award for Distinguished 
Contributions to Montana Literature 
at the Friends o f the Mansfield 
Library spring banquet on April 22. 
Published in 1953, Stay Away, Joe 
chronicles a war veteran’s tumul- 
-v tuous return to an Indian reserva­
tion in Montana. The book sold
more than one million copies and 
{inspired an MGM movie starring 
lElvis Presley and a Broadway 
■musical titled Whoop'Up. 
"jpushman has written fifty-six 
books and in 1957 won the 
DBest Historical Novel Award 




The kudos keep finding their way to the Milwaukee Station, especially to the office o f Daniel Kemmis, director o f 
UM’s Center for the Rocky Mountain W est 
In the first three months o f 1998, Kemmis 
received the 1997 Wallace Stegner Award 
and was named a resident fellow o f Harvard 
University. Named for author Wallace 
Stegner, the award was given to the former 
Missoula mayor and Montana legislator in 
January to recognize his contributions to the 
understanding o f the American W est As one 
o f  six resident fellows at Harvard, Kemmis 
will spend fall semester 1998 at his alma 
mater in Cambridge, Massachusetts, partici­
pating in the intellectual life o f the community.
Publication Prizes
Well it wasn’t a gold, but good news is good news. The fall 1997 Montanan recently won a bronze award for 
overall excellence in juried competition spon­
sored by the Council for Advancement and 
Support o f Education’s District VIIL The fall 
cover photo took a silver award as did the 
magazine’s Web site. Editor Caroline 
Patterson, graphic designer Mike Egeler, pho­
tographer Todd Goodrich and Web site man­
ager Ross Jeffcoat are still celebrating. Betsy 
Holmquist, a publicity specialist for UM’s 
Alumni Association won a bronze award for a 
calendar featuring color reproductions from 
UM’s permanent art collection.
Border C rossing
tarring next fall, UM Grizzlies and the 
University o f  Calgary Dinosaurs will 
have to learn to live with one another.
UM President George 
Dennison and UC President 
Terrence White signed an 
agreement to exchange students, 
faculty and staff to promote inter­
national understanding and scholar 
ly collaboration. The agreement 
allows students to pay tuition at their 
home school while attending the partner­
ship school. UC, a research and teaching 
university with more than 17,000 students, 
is located in Calgary, Alberta. For more infor­
mation on the university, check out its Web 
site at http://www.ucalgary.ca/.
UM in Namibia
First Senegal. Then Canada. Now UM is extending its reach to southern Africa. The U.S. Agency for International 
Development awarded UM a $1.6 million 
contract to provide graduate training for edu­
cational leaders in Namibia. The three-year 
professional enhancement program will pro­
vide training at the master’s and doctoral lev­
els for more than thirty Namibian Ministry 
o f Education officials. UM will subcontract 
with the University o f the Western Cape in 
South Africa to provide course work and act 
as the degree-granting institution. Several
Thirty Years of Fancy Dancing at UM
The grizzly, which translates into “kyi-yo” in Blackfeet, has long been honored by American Indians. And like its namesake 
animal, the annual Kyi-Yo Powwow has grown 
in stature in its thirty-year existence at UM. 
This year, the annual gathering honored 
Indian graduates and Bonnie Heavy 
Runner, founder and director o f 
UM’s Native American Studies 
Program, who died last November 
after a six-year battle with cancer.
From April 24-25, hundreds o f towns­
people thronged the Harry Adams 
Field House to listen to the drummers 
and watch Indian ceremonial dancing, 
fancy dancing, grass dancing and 
women’s jingle dancing. Skills such as 
erecting tepees also were demonstrated.
fee waivers. About 32 percent o f all fee 
waivers at Montana’s universities go to ath­
letes. Student Regent Jason Thielman had 
asked the regents to consider dropping that 
number to 30 percent American Indian, vet­
eran, faculty, staff and honor student waivers 
total 30 percent
graduate courses will be taught by UM 




Don’t expect to see more football play­ers pumping gas at your local station. The state Board o f Regents voted in 
April to retain the current level o f athletic
President Dennison shows Kila School seventh- 
grader Leigha Weber around his Main Hall office 
on National Groundhog Job Shadow Day on 
February 2. After meeting with UM’s execu­
tive officers, a campus tour and a visit to a 
drama class, Weber discussed the trials 
and tribulations o f running a university 
L with Dennison. By the end o f the day,
k  Weber decided that Dennisons’s  job
^  “is kind o f easy. He has people who
^  can help him do things and a lot
^  o f meetings.”
A  ound the O val
Leading the W ay
Anew organization has developed on.campus to train UM’s budding leaders, k Last July, the Center for Leadership Development set up shop in the University 
Center. The center hopes to hone skills, such 
as leadership and networking, in UM stu­
dents. This spring, UM students took person­
ality assessment tests and gained practical 
experience in center-sponsored workshops on 
career development, community service, 
Greek leadership and University leadership.
Asian Financial 
C risis Affects 
M ontana
The economic version o f the Asian Flu will last longer than the 24-hour vari­ety, but it probably won’t drag on forev­
er, according to Paul Polzin, director o f UM’s 
Bureau o f Business and Economic Research. 
Polzin cited the layoffs at a high-tech manufac­
turing firm near Kalispell as a good example 
o f the local effects o f deteriorating economic 
conditions in countries such as Korea, 
Thailand and Indonesia. Asian markets, he 
said, have an impact on many Montana 
firms, even the ones that don’t sell their prod­
ucts overseas.
“These conditions may get worse before 
they get better, but I’m betting that a year 
from now this crisis will be over,” Polzin said. 
“The major national economic forecasting 
firms all agree that there will be a slight slow­
down in U.S. 
growth this 
year, but prob­
ably not a 
recession. Most 
o f the effects 




grow about 2 per­
cent per year until
2000, a decrease 
from 4 to 5 percent 
in the early 1990s,
Polzin said. The rapid increases early in the 
decade were due to temporary factors such as 
a construction boom, good years in agricul­
ture and rapid increases in high-tech manu­
facturing.





A journalist with the Great Falls Leader, a historian, community { promoter and inveterate cham- 
6 pion o f the underdog, Joseph Kinsey 
[Howard promoted the view, revolu­
tionary for the 1940s, that a disad- 
| vantaged place like Montana was cul­
turally rich. At the Center for the 
Rocky Mountain W est’s 1998 conference to 
be held September 18-19 at the University o f 
Great Falls, American and Canadian scholars 
will discuss H oward’s influence on the West 
and his pivotal role in prodding Montanans 
to value themselves and their culture. 
Canadian scholars will cover trans-border 
issues, such as the treatment o f  the Metis and 
the Riel Rebellion. For more information 
about the conference, contact William Farr at 
(406) 243-7700 by June 15.
S o  W ho’s 
Talking?
Communication studies Professor West Shellen and four graduate students completed research on conversations 
between husbands and wives that lays to rest 
the old myth that husbands interrupt more 
than wives do. The truth is, Shellen says, hus­
bands and wives claim equal honors as con­
versation interrupters, with husbands inter­
rupting more often to change the subject and 
take the floor and wives interrupting more 
often to display enthusiasm for the topic and 
join in telling the story.
Foundation 
D irector Resigns
Larry D. Morlan has decided to rest on his laurels. After raising a record-break­ing $71 million for UM’s Capital 
Campaign, Morlan resigned on May 1 as 
director o f The University o f  Montana 
Foundation. He came to the post in April 
1991. Sharen Peters, assistant executive direc­
tor and director o f  development, will serve as
No, President Bill Clinton wasn’t at the University Theatre, mike in hand, fielding questions at the Town Hall 
Meeting on Race and Diversity in Montana 
on April 23, but plenty o f other folks were. 
After an American Indian blessing and 
Honor Song, representatives from education, 
government and the community—including 
Montana Commissioner o f Education 
Richard Crofts and Harvard Professor 
Emeritus Nathan Glazer—discussed affirma­
tive action, multiculturalism and diversity at 
Montana institutions o f higher education.
^  The Dream Singers 
o f the Biadrfeet 
Community College per­
form for UM's Town Hall 
Meeting on Race and 
Diversity in April.
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Missoula grade school students study aquatic 
life during the Clark Fork Watershed Festival, 
which brought nearly 800 sixth-graders from 
seven Missoula-area schools to McCormick Park 
for water quality education on May 1. The festi­
val was presented in conjunction with the 
WaterWise Fair, which featured garden tours and 
educational exhibits. Both events were sponsored 
by the Montana Natural History Center at UM.
acting executive director until M orlan’s suc­





Charles Johnson, Pollock Professor o f Humanities at the University o f Washington, lectured January 29
about “The King We Left Behind,” as part o f 
UM’s President’s Lecture Series. The author 
o f  four novels and a collection o f short sto­
ries, Johnson recently published a historical 
novel called Dreamer exploring the life o f 
Martin Luther King Jr. which was released on 
the anniversary o f K ing’s assassination. In 
Dreamer, according to the New York Times 
Book Review, Johnson’s “truth seeking and 
passion for ideas” are inspiring “because the 
ideas he is most passionate about are...ideas 
that would help us to become better people 
and to create a more compassionate world.”
S pring C leaning
Spring is traditionally the season when mops and sponges, garbage cans and rakes come out o f their resting places 
and go into action. In the Garden City this 
April, volunteers from the UM and Missoula
^  in April, a UM student organization spent one day 
cleaning up Missoula’s rivers.
communities repaired hiking trails on Mount 
Sentinel, picked up litter in Greenough Park 
and cleaned up the Blackfoot riverbank.
During the fourth annual “Give Missoula 
A Clean Start—A Community Celebration” on 
April 18, volunteers not only picked up litter 
in town and around campus, they also assisted 
elderly and disabled residents who needed 
help around their yards. A  week later, addi­
tional volunteers tidied up M issoula’s three 
major waterways during Project Clean River.
Honors College 
Dean Resigns
Professor John Madden, dean o f  the Davidson Honors College since 1991, will be packing his things and heading 
west come June 30. He resigned his post to 
pursue job opportunities in California. 
Madden spent twenty-three years at UM, 
starting as a classicist in the foreign lan­
guages department, where he later took on 
the added responsibilities o f initiating and 
running UM’s honors program. Provost 
Robert Kindrick said a new dean will be 
hired by January 1999. M
Roamin’
Numerals
Sources: R egistrar’s O ffice, Foreign Student and Scholar Services
11,691 — UM’s 1998 spring semester 
enrollment 
11,565— UM’s 1997 spring semester 
enrollment 
7,644 — UM’s 1978 spring semester 
enrollment 
340 — Foreign students at UM in 1996-97 
349 — Foreign students at UM in 1995-96 
2.8%— Percentage o f 1996-97 UM students 
who are foreign 
62% — Percentage o f 1996-97 UM foreign 
students who are Asian 
.2% — Percentage o f  1996-97 UM foreign 
students who are Bulgarian 
24% — Percentage o f 1996-97 UM foreign 
students who study business 
7% — Percentage o f  1996-97 UM foreign 
students who study conservation
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A Tale of Two Coaches
by Rick Stern
As the 1997-98 Montana m en’s andwomen’s basketball seasons settle into the memories o f  the Grizzly faithful, 
the story o f the off-season focuses on two 
Montana coaches—men’s head coach Blaine 
Taylor and wom en’s head coach Robin 
Selvig—whose careers are taking vastly differ­
ent turns.
Taylor—who grew up in Missoula and 
played and coached for The University o f 
Montana basketball program—is looking for­
ward to his next season o f coaching, but he’ll 
be working with the Stanford Cardinal, not 
the Montana Grizzlies. After seven successful 
seasons on the sidelines for the Griz, Taylor 
accepted an assistant coaching position at 
Stanford, where he’ll rejoin Mike 
Montgomery. Taylor played for Montgomery 
and was his assistant 
during the latter’s 
tenure as the 
Grizzlies’ head 
coach from 1979- 





Freshman Jared Buckmaster, one of several promis­
ing young Grizzlies.
replaced next year by his assistant, Don Holst 
“There’s nobody that has a higher regard 
for Montana than me, but once they got me 
down to Stanford, I was just overwhelmed,” 
Taylor said. “The biggest obstacle was that 
I’ve got very deep roots here.”
Selvig completed his twentieth season at 
the helm o f the Lady Griz by guiding them 
through their seventh consecutive twenty-win 
season and their thirteenth appearance in the 
NCAA Tournament. After leading his teams 
to the most wins o f any coach in Montana 
history, Selvig seems to be sinking his roots 
ever deeper into the Missoula soil.
“I can’t imagine not coaching, so if 1 can 
last another twenty years, I’ll d o it,”
Selvig said. “I’m kind o f a day-to-day 
guy. I don’t think about things 
down the road too much. I’m just
excited about next year’s team.”
UM’s Glass Ceiling
The Grizzlies have won three Big Sky 
Conference championships in Taylor's seven 
years, and the Lady Griz have won Big Sky 
championships thirteen times under Selvig. 
Yet the Montana athletics program is ham­
pered by a “glass ceiling” that severely limits 
the teams’ ability to compete with larger, 
better-endowed schools across the nation.
Several factors contribute to this glass ceil­
ing effect Because they reside in an isolated 
area, Montana teams have a limited popula­
tion to draw upon for fan support They com­
pete in a conference—the Big Sky—which 
rarely receives much national attention. And 
the athletics depart- 
ment has a limited 
budget compared dtiH 
with those o f big- m  
ger schools that 
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Junior Megan Harrington will 
step into Skyla Sisco’s old spot 
y  as Lady Griz point guard.
Robin Selvig also will have chalked up a list 
o f thank-yous. But after steering the Lady 
Griz through another spectacular season, it 
doesn’t appear Selvig will be licking those 
stamps any time soon.
One person Selvig is grateful to is Skyla 
Sisco, the Malta native who 
led this year’s Lady Griz to 
her fourth NCAA tourna­
m ent Thanks to her gritty 
leadership as a point guard— 
and to Selvig’s tutelage—Sisco 
guided the Lady Griz through 
another stellar season. They 
finished 24-6 and earned the 
right to face Florida in the 
NCAA tournament 
“We had some big 
questions coming into the 
season, in particular, how 
were we going to replace 
Greta [Koss], who did so 
much for our team,”
Selvig said. “I felt good 
about the kids we had 
coming back. This 
team ended up being
a really 
strong bas­
ketball club by 
the end o f the year, 
and I thought we 
had a chance to do 
some good in the 
NCAA. It turned 
out we had a 
tough draw and ran 
into a buzz saw.”
That piece o f power machinery 
was a Florida team that hadn’t lost I  
at home. The Lady Gators simply M 
overpowered the Lady Griz 85-64 A | 
during their first-round matchup in V  
the NCAA tournament in 
Gainesville on March 14.
“Florida just out-quicked us and i 
had a lot more talent,” said senior cen­
ter Angella Bieber, who, like Sisco, 
ended her Lady Griz career with that 
defeat “I think we would have had to 
have a near-perfect night to beat them or 
even to make it a d ose game. I was upset, 
but not as bad as I would be if we had lost 
two points.”
r  as 
hard as 
they can, 
and I don’t 
think we’ve 
lost any NCAA 
games because we 
didn't do that,” 
said Selvig, 
whose teams 
have won a 
respectable six 








> want to go to the 
j Final Four as a 
f  coach, realistically I’d 
probably start looking at 
a different job. But this is 
the program I’d like to take, and who 
I  knows what might happen.” M
W m ?
Rick Stem  works at the M issoula 
Urban Demonstration Project.
>
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some limitations, which affect what sorts o f 
kids we can recruit,” Selvig said. “But we’ve 
got a lot o f good things going, and you don’t 
want to start thinking that’s not enough, 
because it’s a lo t”
Taylor wants to win a national champi­
onship. “Quite honestly, the dream is to 
get to the NCAA tournament It’s diffi­
cult to go beyond that,” said Taylor, who 
joins a Stanford team that will return all 
five starters after finishing as one o f the 
final four teams in the 1998 NCAA tour-
nament
The 1997-98 Grizzlies: 
A Restructuring Year
In comparison, the Grizzlies finished 
16-14 overall and lost to Montana State 
in the first round o f the Big Sky 
Conference Tournament
“This season might not have been the 
shiniest penny, but it was a keepsake,” 
said Taylor o f the 1998 Grizzlies. “We had 
only one senior and were coming o ff o f 
four straight twenty-win seasons. It was a 
little bit o f a restructuring year. There 
was quite a bit to be proud o f when it 
was all said and done.”
Taylor was most proud o f the Grizzlies’ 
7-1 record at home in Big Sky Conference 
games, including the 73-66 victory over 
Northern Arizona on February 7 and a 
72-66 win over Montana State that closed 
out the regular season on February 28. 
w As his Montana career came to a 
dose, Taylor had nothing to say but kind 
words about the people he’s worked 
Sgk with. “I am a product o f Montana,” said 
Taylor. “I would love to share how 
9 3 « much gratitude I have because I have 
just led such a blessed existence from 
being born out on Seventh Street—the 
fifth o f seven kids, dad worked out at the 
pulp mill—to getting an opportunity to 
rise up and be die head coach 
here. There are so many people to 
thank, the list is endless.”
The 1997-98 Lady Griz:
A Stellar Season
When his UM career winds down,
This season the Lady Griz finished 15-1 
in the Big Sky Conference, losing only to 
Northern Arizona 73-64 on January 8 in 
Missoula. Montana avenged that loss with a 
85-75 victory over NAU on February 7 in 
Flagstaff. A month later, the two teams met 
again in the finals o f the Big Sky 
Conference tournament in Missoula, 
with the Lady Griz winning 58-48.
^  That victory earned Selvig his thir- 
B n .  teenth trip to the NCAA tourna- 
H F f ment and capped another season 
D K  that had him—like most coaches who’v e ^ H  
had success at small schools—once 
again answering questions 
'■ about his ambitions.
“My expectations j  
are that the k id s ^ L ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ H |  
l- .- vm .v _. go out a n d ^ ^ K | ^ ^ |
Uncovering the Geology 
of Mongolia
Photos by Marc Hendrix
m  m  ongolia is known as the homelandqf Genghis 
Khan, the thirteenth-century ruler whose 
I ^ B v ^ K ^ r m i e s  swept out of their harsh land to forge 
I  the^reatest land em ^re the world has ever
■ B B  k n ow ^ I t  is a premier place to hunt dino­
saur remains—Western explorers found nearly complete dinosaur eggs 
and fossils in the Gobi Desert. It is also a geologist’s candy store, 
according to Mafc H£n4rix, an assistant professor o f  geology at The 
University o f  Montana, because it contains some o f  the w orld’s most 
extensive mountain systems.
The country is roughly one-quarter the size o f the United States. 
About one million o f  the nation’s 2.5 million inhabitants live in the 
capital o f Ulan Batar, while many o f  the rest roam the countryside in 
a nomadic lifestyle that hasn’t changed much since the days o f 
Genghis. They are expert horsemen, they drink cumis—fermented 
m are’s milk with an alcoholic kick—and they live in dome-shaped felt 
huts called gers. In the rainier areas, herders raise yaks and sheep; in 
the drier regions, camels.
The stark landscape was d ie crucible that forged Mongolians into 
the hardy people they have become. There are steppe-country grass- 
lands to the east, the rugged Hangay-Hentai Plateau to the north, high 
mountains o f  sagebrush and saline lakes to the west, and, to the south, 
red rocks scattered across the flat Gobi Desert. The dust hanging over 
the multicolored rocks o f  the Gobi create some o f  the most fantastic 
sunsets on  earth.
Unexplored Country
Locked behind the Iron Curtain, Mongolia was a black hole on the 
maps o f western geologists until 1990, when the country shrugged o ff 
communism and turned to  democracy. Hendrix, who joined UM’s fac­
ulty in 1994, was one o f  the first American geologists to visit a more 
open Mongolia. Since 1991, Hendrix has journeyed to Mongolia six 
times.
“It’s been truly exciting to unravel the earth history o f  a place that 
few western geologists have e v e r g j j j j ^ ^ j ^ ^ n  an epic expe-
Hendrix, who studies the relationship between sedimentation and 
plate tectonics, said central Asia is an ideal place for geologists to study 
the development and the demise o f  mountain systems. He researches 
the rise and fall o f  M ongolia’s ancient mountains by examining the 
sands and gravels that result from erosion. These sediments are pre­
served in low-lying areas called b a s in & O ^ ^ m e ^ ^ s e  basins receive 
sediment from eroded mountain ranges/arongas^ a sort o f  geologic 
tape recorder. Basin sediment can tell Hendrix th f approximate loca­
tion, composition and orientation o f  the mountains, even the direction 
rivers flowed from the eroding landforms.
Hendrix said his Mongolian research has three goals: to collect 
base-line data about the geology; to learn if the mountain-building 
events that occurred in China during the Mesaroic Era-98 million to 
245 million years ago—also occurred in Mongolia; and to explore for 
signs o f  petroleum.
Hendrix has learned that 160 million years ago much o f  southern 
Mongolia was squeezed together, creating a large mountain range. I
Journeys 
in the
- fLand of 
Genghis 
Khan
A Mongolian watching the festivities daring the Naadani festival celebrating 
Mongolia's national day.
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Sunlight illuminates a mountain range in north-central Mongolia.
These mountains became so immense that 
they began to collapse under their own 
weight—like a too-tall souffle. During this peri­
od, portions o f southern Mongolia collapsed to 
such a large degree that the upper half o f the 
earth’s crust slid completely off the lower half. 
This left the lower crust exposed on the 
earth’s surface for H endrix’s teams to study.
The Gobi D esert’s exposed geology is espe­
cially interesting to Hendrix, and his research 
groups have spent a lot o f time working there. 
“The Gobi is full o f naked rock,” he said. 
“Those rocks preserve the history o f moun­
tains long since eroded, climates long since 
changed, and creatures long since extinct”
In the Gobi, H endrix’s team also has dis­
covered a petrified forest that was blown 
down by a large volcanic eruption and a Soviet 
oil field that was abandoned in the late 1960s 
after a refinery fire. In western Mongolia, the 
team found the remains o f Mongolia’s most 
ancient dinosaur-the right foot o f a Late 
Jurassic sauropod called Mamenchisaurus—the 
only dinosaur find so far in that part o f the 
country.
Adventures on the Gobi
Hendrix loves the travel associated with 
geology. But along the way, his expeditions 
have had their share o f adventures.
O n his first trip, one o f  the trucks rolled 
while he was riding in its canvas-covered bed. 
“O f course there were no seat belts.” he said. 
“It was complete chaos.” The truck came to 
rest upside down, and Hendrix was knocked 
unconscious for a few minutes. “When the 
truck stopped rolling, I was lying on the desert 
sand with my legs still stuck in the truck,” he 
said. “I panicked a lit­
tle when I couldn’t 
move my legs, but 
then I realized people 
were lying on them.” 
His team survived 
with concussions, 
bumps and bruises.
In 1992, Hendrix 
took a 1,500-mile 
trek in Russian-made 
troop transports 
through the western 
and southern por­
tions o f  Mongolia 
with two Americans 
and five Mongolians. 
Since there are only a 
few hundred kilome­
ters o f paved road in 
the country, most o f 
the trip was on 
unmaintained dirt 
tracks. Many rivers had no bridges, so they had 
to be forded. It took them a week to cover 500 
miles.
As the group traveled across the Asian 
wilderness, they would often stop at gers to 
sample Mongolian hospitality. “The people in 
Mongolia are exceedingly good-natured,” 
Hendrix said. “They share a love o f life and 
tradition that seems rare in most Western soci­
eties.”
This past year, the team wandered out 
beyond the last ger in a remote comer o f south­
western Mongolia. The area was extremely dry 
and had no local water supply. Heat soon 
claimed two o f  their four trucks, and the field 
party had to ration the last few gallons of 
water. Hendrix and two Mongolians set out to 
scout for water, checking any patches o f green­
ery for signs o f water. The team eventually 
found an old well used for watering horses.
His team also has traveled to within a mile 
o f  the Chinese border, into a no man’s land 
that required an escort by Mongolian soldiers.
A UM research team—students Bob Lenegan, Derek Sjostrom, Mary Beck and 
assistant Professor Marc Hendrix—pose near the exposed leg bone o f a sauropod 
dinosaur.
“The Mongolian army appears to be out o f 
money,” Hendrix said. “The two soldiers with 
us weren’t given clips for their guns until just 
before we were about to depart for the field. At 
one point we passed an army outpost and 
were told the two guards there had to walk the 
fifty miles from the army base to the outpost”
in Genghis’ Footsteps
In recent years, UM graduates and under­
graduates have trekked with Hendrix to some 
o f the most remote corners o f central Asia. 
Mary Beck, who is doing her m aster’s thesis on 
the sedimentation o f a small mountain in the 
southern Gobi, fell in love with Asia during 
her visit to Mongolia, and next year she will do 
research in the Himalayas. “Mongolia really 
solidified for me what I wanted to do,” she 
said. “You get to know the land on different 
terms than when you just drive through the 
area. It was a life-transforming experience.”
Southwestern Mongolia, where the Gobi Desert 
meets the Altai Mountains.
Hendrix enjoys giving his students a 
Mongolian experience. “It is particularly inter­
esting traveling in third world countries,” he 
said, “because you are confronted by so many 
things you didn’t even know existed.” M
Cary Shimek is a news editor at University 
Relations.






Understanding the Struggle for International Human Rights
Paul Lauren.
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by Patrick Hutchins
On December 10,1948, after months o f backroom wrangling, late night work sessions, veiled threats and public bluster, the young United Nations finally voted on its controversial Universal Declaration o f Human Rights. World War II created a hunger for remedies that would prevent the recurrence o f atrocities, but with the Cold War pit­
ting East against West, many nations were afraid o f signing a document that might “chal­
lenge their authority or restrict their power." Despite the controversy, however, there was a 
palpable air o f excitement among the delegates. They seemed to sense that this was one of
those rare moments when a bright line or two could be added to the dark story o f the cen­
tury’s history. Forty-eight delegates voted to pass the declaration, eight delegates abstained, 
and not a single nation voted no. Spontaneously the General Assembly rose and gave a stand­
ing ovation to the woman who, more than any other individual, had brought the declaration 
into existence: Eleanor Roosevelt
Roosevelt was named U.S. representative to the U.N. Commission on Human Rights 
when it was formed in early 1948. Though loaded with some o f the w orld’s most formida- 
ble philosophers and statesmen, the commission promptly elected her chairperson, testimo- 
ny to her stature in the postwar era as First Lady o f  the World. While no doubt a crowning 
moment for a woman who moved in the highest circles o f world power, the passage o f the 
declaration was an even greater achievement for the world itself, just emerging from one o f 
the greatest paroxysms o f  human abuse in history, World War EL Indeed, the declaration has 
been called one o f the greatest steps forward in the process o f global civilization
Like other great political documents, the declaration is remarkable in both brevity and 
content, encompassing in a short preamble and thirty articles most o f  humanity’s hard-won 
ideals: the right to life, liberty and property; the right to remain free from torture; the right
to a fair and public hearing; the 
right to remain free from servitude. 
The preamble recognizes that “the 
inherent dignity and the equal and 
inalienable rights o f all members o f 
the human family [are] the founda­
tion o f freedom, justice and peace 
in the world” and warns that “dis­
regard and contempt for human 
rights have resulted in barbarous 
acts which have outraged the con­
science o f mankind.”
Documenting the 
Dedaration
University o f Montana history 
Professor Paul Lauren has chroni­
cled the history o f  the Universal 
Declaration o f Human Rights in a 
book that will be published later 
this year by the University o f 
Pennsylvania Press. Years in the 
writing, The Evolution o f 
International Human Rights:
Visions Seen will be the first com ­
prehensive account o f the struggle to establish an agreement on human 
rights that was accepted by East and West, North and South, left and 
right
Published on the golden anniversary o f the declaration’s birth, the 
book is part o f a worldwide celebration that will kick into high gear this 
fall. If Lauren finds himself at center stage, it is a role he is well-prepared 
to play. A distinguished scholar and former director o f UM’s Mansfield 
Center, Lauren has taught at Stanford University and in England and 
New Zealand and lectured at the Smithsonian. One o f  the w orld’s lead­
ing authorities on international human rights, he has addressed the 
U.N. itself in Geneva. This is in addition to teaching at UM, where he 
is a Regents Professor and has received the Most Inspirational Faculty 
Member Award.
A Few Good Men and Women
At a recent talk in UM’s “Last Lecture” series—so named because 
teachers are invited to lecture as if it were their last chance at the podi­
um—Lauren addressed the state o f human rights in the world today. In 
this lecture—delivered without the safety net o f notes—Lauren spoke 
candidly o f a humanity that has much cause for despair. “Most people, 
in most times, in most places,” he said, “experience not human rights 
but human abuse.”
Despite this, Lauren remains hopeful because the same history also 
records efforts o f people who made a difference in the face o f over­
whelming adversity. He outlined the three characteristics in these peo­
ple. They were prepared to say they could make a difference. They faced 
vehement opposition, including torture and death, yet they persevered.
O f course, declaration or no 
declaration, abuse is still rampant 
in the world fifty years later. But 
Lauren believes that because o f 
the work and suffering o f millions o f ordinary people in the past, the 
abusers are less secure today. He points to the issue o f national sover­
eignty. “In the past, states have always been able to claim that what they 
did to their own people was their own business,” he says. “The United 
States was a part o f that system. That no longer carries the weight that 
it did. After the experience o f the Holocaust, the international commu­
nity argued that states were not going to be allowed to hide behind 
national sovereignty.”
Furthermore, says Lauren, “How states treat people at home is now 
regarded as an indication o f how they will treat others abroad. Most o f 
the world is convinced that it is indeed a legitimate threat to the peace 
and security o f the world if there are serious violations o f human rights 
at home.” Yet, he notes with sadness, it took the war and the Holocaust 
to make that point And that, Lauren would no doubt say, is all the more 
reason why we all should be fierce in defending the declaration.
After his lecture, Lauren took questions from an audience o f serious 
scholars, idealistic students and ex-sixties dreamers. What, one woman 
asked, did he think was the most important issue in international 
human rights today? Please, she seemed to be saying, o f the numbing list 
o f atrocities that our world has given us—the suppression o f Chinese dis­
sidents, the exploitation o f children and women for cheap labor, the gov­
ernment-sponsored torture in Central America or Iraq, the oppression 
in East Timor, Tibet, Rwanda and India; the still-vigorous racism in our 
own country—tell me which one to worry about so I won’t drown in 
hopelessness.
“You have to decide for yourself,” Lauren told her. “But what I will 
tell you is this: If you immerse yourself in serving someone else, your 
world will be transformed.” M
Eleanor Roosevelt holding the Universal Dedaration o f Human Rights.
And they were motivated by 
their own ethics to envision a 
world that d idn’t exist at the 
time.
It is these “visions seen” that 
animate Lauren’s story o f the 
Universal Declaration o f  Human 
Rights, from Eleanor R oosevelt’s 
dogged shepherding o f the docu­
ment when it was under attack 
from all sides, to the thousands o f 
ordinary workers, women and 
children who wrote her letters 
during the summer o f 1948, 
when the whole world caught the 
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Anthropology
by Susanna Sonnenberg
Photos by Katherine Weist
Katherine Weist knew one thing for certain when she was a small girl on  her fam ily’s farm in Ohio. “1 
remember looking over my father’s beautiful 
fields o f green wheat,” she says, “and thinking, 
I t’s an ocean, and a boat’s going to come and 
I’m going to leave this 
place and I’m never 
coming back.’” That 
landlocked dreamer 
became Professor 
Katherine Weist who 
has taught anthropolo­
gy at The University 
o f Montana for twen­
ty-nine years. She has 
traveled the world 
extensively, beyond the tourist’s domain o f pic­
turesque rail journeys and audk>guided muse­
um tours. She has traveled the people.
The women o f  Tanzania are W eist’s most 
recent expedition. Located on the eastern 
coast o f central Africa, Tanzania is known
throughout the world for its celebrated 
Serengeti Plain, the lush veldt o f  fabulous ani­
mals that attracts thousands o f tourists each 
year. But Weist did not spend her nine months 
in Tanzania squinting through binoculars.
Weist, who defines herself as a social cul­
tural anthropologist, traveled to Tanzania in 
the fall o f  1995 to investigate her hypothesis 
that African women fare better in urban set­
tings than in rural situations. Supported by a 
sabbatical and a university research grant, the 
professor lived there for almost a year.
W eist’s interest in African women grew 
out o f previous trips to Nigeria and Botswana. 
“One o f  the things that always interested me 
when I was in Nigeria and Botswana was the 
women,” says Weist, sitting in her campus 
office, its walls transformed from institutional 
mundane by bright artifacts from her foreign 
homes. “The women are lively; they seem to 
have a real secure sense o f self; they’re very 
hard-working; they have very large families. 
They don’t hold positions o f political power, 
but they are extremely essential in keeping the 
economy going.”
Since plenty o f research existed on women 
in rural areas, Weist focused on women in a 
small town setting. “I hypothesized that a
small town would be better for women because 
they have all the amenities o f running water 
and electricity, they have markets that are 
close by, they can work as market women or in 
trades, and there's not as much crime.”
The Women of Tabora
Weist chose Tabora, an inland town with a 
population o f about 100,000. “I wanted to go 
to what Tanzanians would consider a small 
town, and look at the role women had there 
and how they thought about a sense o f place.”
Tabora, populated by merchants and gov­
ernment workers, is not shockingly poor, and 
absent are the slums, shantytowns and toxic 
air pollution that make Tanzania’s major city, 
Dar es Salaam, virtually unlivable. But the gov­
ernment jobs so essential to Tabora have been 
drying up over the last twenty years, leaving 
the city forgotten and crumbling. “There 
wasn’t a lot o f commercial activity.” Weist 
explains, “There was a market, one bank and 
a decaying bus area. That was about it”
Understaffed and ill-equipped, hospitals, 
schools and government offices are falling 
apart Women who work as nurses cannot pro­
tect themselves from disease because the has-
Katherine Weist
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Understanding
pitals cannot afford to buy rubber gloves. The 
situation is even more treacherous for women 
patients. “In 1991, eight women died in child­
birth in Tabora’s regional hospitals,” Weist 
says. “In 1995, thirty-one women died, which 
does not even include the number o f infants 
lost There are no vitamins, the hospital has 
no real prenatal care If you go to the hospital 
to have a baby and you have a problem, you 
die.” She remembers the local government 
office “There are no telephones, no supplies, 
nothing. There was no typewriter because 
they can’t afford the ribbon.”
Although the town has electricity, running 
water and marketplaces, it is virtually isolated. 
Bus companies won’t invest in Tabora, opting 
to put their air-conditioned buses on the 
northern roads that take tourists to safaris or 
Mount Kilamanjaro. And a journey o f only a 
few hundred miles on the region’s rutted roads 
can take nearly two days. Locked inland like 
the fictional Macondo in Gabriel Garcia 
Marquez’s Hundred Years o f Solitude, Tabora 
is a town that people leave.
Professor Weist chose to come. “1 thought 
it was a nice town,” she says. “It had lots o f 
mango trees, it was very green, it was relative­
ly easy to move around, the housing wasn’t too
bad, and the people were exceptionally friend­
ly.” Then she began interviewing the women. 
She found that “they hated the town, they just 
thought that it was a horrible place.”
Most o f the women Weist interviewed said 
they would rather live elsewhere, in Arusha 
for example, where the residents had money. “I 
talked to a lot o f women who are working in 
markets, they were trading, selling cakes on 
the road, little tea stands, and they said, 1 real­
ly want to work, we have to support our fami­
ly. W e’re trying, but people don’t have money 
here.' They’re caught in a terrible situation; 
they’re very angry, unhappy people,” she says.
Toward A Sense of Place
Gradually, W eist’s research shifted. “What 
I got into learning about was people’s sense o f 
place and how where you are living has a big 
impact on what you can do, upon the facilities 
that are there, your movement, how viable 
your business is.” The way these women relat­
ed to place struck a chord in Weist, who grew 
up hating her isolated farm, dreaming o f 
places she had visited. She elaborates: “A sense 
o f place is not in terms o f just one place. It’s 
always comparative. It’s how you feel about
Women of Tanzania
this place compared to another place.”
Weist determined that four things matter 
to the Tanzanian women as they defined a 
sense o f place. “These women had clear ideas 
as to what makes a good place,” Weist says. It 
has to do with business opportunities, the 
presence o f family and friends, the climate and 
how well they knew the place. These were the 
four things they brought up all the time.
“Place for many Americans has to do with 
geography. What it looks like. What it smells 
and feels like. It has to do with people and 
whether or not the people are nice, easy to get 
along with.” It also, Weist says, has to do with 
economic status: “When you’re feeling eco­
nomically unproductive, a place begins to feel 
like a bad place.”
Weist plans to turn her attention to 
Montanans and how the economy, community, 
climate and the presence o f family affect their 
sense o f place. “We all have a sense o f place. We 
all talk about place. We all live in a place. We 
have deep feelings about place. It’s the women 
in Tanzania who told me about this.” M
Susanna Sonnenberg regularly reviews 
movies and theater for the Missoulian.
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Place Lessons from the
Leipzig Zoo. The zoo, l ik e ^  
Leipzig, had been allowed 
to decay.
Todd’s prints and woodcuts have been exhibited in 
museums in China, England, Germany and Russia. He 
is a member o f the British Sodety o f Wood Engravers 






W f hen the Berlin Wall fell on Nov­ember 9, 1989, the whole world felt the 
shock o f liberation. 
Nearly a year later, German reunification 
brought catastrophic change that, with all its 
joy and terror and sudden, disorienting free­
dom, awakened East Germans to a strange, 
ruined place. In 1991, printmaker and 
University o f Montana art Professor Jim Todd 
went to Leipzig, Germany, to record his 
impressions o f the historic German transfor­
mation. Over the next four years he produced 
woodcuts and prints that express the horrors 
o f survival in desperate times and expose the 
cruel potential beneath the skin o f us alL
Todd’s art tells the surreal, often brutal 
story o f  Leipzig*s break from communism. East 
Germany fell prey to the open market in the 
midst o f a severe economic crash. Overnight 
an explosion o f goods, from pornography to 
toys, were for sale at racketeer prices. 
“Suddenly the people were allowed to go into 
business,” Todd says. “They set up metal 
Quonset booths; they were so happy to have 
freedom and consumption. People were so 
excited about more things to buy, they’d jump 
out o f line and grab things as if they might dis­
appear again.”
Shoplifting was rampant Suspected o f 
shoplifting himself, Todd was searched at a 
grocery market He demanded to see the man­
ager. “He was more tired than angry,” says
la this detail from The Burning o f  the Rostock AsyL Coyote and a Kiansman observe events from above.
Todd. “He wearily explained that half the 
shoplifters are foreigners.”
The upheaval was a breeding ground for 
anger and fear in the form o f  skinheads, 
thieves, racists and mobsters. To Todd, it 
echoed Germany in the frightening years 
between the world wars, when the Weimar 
Republic gave way to d ie Nazi regime. His 
prints recall the sinister Expressionist art o f 
German painter George Grosz o f  the 1920s.
“The realities,” Todd says, “are a lot more 
complicated and distressing than (Americans] 
expect. Neo-Nazism is on the rise; East 
Germany didn’t educate people about the hor­
rors o f fascism.” Because o f  the extreme unem­
ployment, Todd says the “protesters are violent 
in their disappointment with reunification.”
Carving Chaos
The electric current o f the times compelled 
Todd. Exhibitions o f his work in Germany cul-
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minated in an impressive catalog, Images from  
Leipzig, 1991-92. The catalog is divided in 
three sections: writings by Todd, Rendsburg 
cultural affairs director Heinz Thieme and 
Leipzig art historian Renate Boning; portraits 
o f printmakers who have influenced Todd's 
work, including Durer, Daumier and Picasso; 
and selected Leipzig woodcuts.
Woodcuts are the perfect medium for 
Todd’s subject: Their raw immediacy throws 
forth the looming dangers and absurdist 
humor, the lonely chaos and industrial filth o f 
a world that has lost its center. Black, white 
and red slash the scenes cutting a perilous real­
ity like glass shards. In several pieces, Todd 
invokes the image o f Coyote, the legendary 
Native American trickster, as a “bemused spec­
tator o f dangerous historical times.” Dressed in 
a black suit, Coyote is slyly enjoying the sav­
agery o f riots and fires. Smoke belches from 
stacks throughout the city.
“They used cheap gas and brown coal for 
heat,” Todd says. “The air was very hard on 
me.” He couldn’t sleep it was so difficult to 
breathe; the print “Insomnia” depicts his fear­
ful images in waking dreams. Todd retreated 
to the city zoo to breathe better air. He found 
the zoo a cosmos o f Leipzig. In his woodcut, 
“Leipzig Zoo,” a banner proclaims “M cDonald’s 
is finally Here!” over the zoo animals neuroti­
cally pacing, caged in decrepit buildings.
Another woodcut, “The Turning Point,” 
portrays Renate Boning’s description o f the 
events o f October 9, 1989. One month to the
day before the Berlin Wall came tumbling 
down thousands o f people came out o f hiding 
to demonstrate for civil rights, not knowing 
whether or not they would be slaughtered. 
They knew that disguised soldiers infiltrated 
the demonstration, moving among the people 
who prayed in fear and hope. They knew the 
soldiers could choreograph a massacre. Bdning 
wrote:
It mas Nadja my friend’s daughter mho 
noticed the rubber truncheon in the pant leg 
o f the supposed'tO'be punker. She then did 
something unheard of, and pointed.. .and 
shouted ‘Look at that!’ Everybody looked, 
screamed and pointed. The ‘punker’ 
remained silent. Then I knew that some- 
thing had truly changed.
Witnessing Sodal Change
It appears predestined that Todd would be 
the person to witness and depict the aftermath 
o f the collapse o f Erich H onecker’s German 
Democratic Republic A Great Falls native, 
Todd was in Germany in the 1960s, as a medic 
in the U.S. Army, when the Berlin Wall went 
up. He married a German, Julia, bonding his 
fate to Germany with family. In 1984 he lived 
near the wall, researching the social history o f 
twentieth-century German art
When the wall came down five years later, 
Todd visited Leipzig, where he had worked for 
a prestigious Leipzig arts encyclopedia that was 
taken over by the W est “I finally met people
I’d worked with for five years,” he recalls. 
“People were frightened and excited. The tran­
sition was very unstable.” On his office door in 
the art department—where he has taught for 
twenty-eight years—is the East German bank 
statement from the day the wall fell, stamped 
“account closed.”
The German Academic Exchange and UM 
sponsored Todd’s sabbatical in 1991-92. “The 
West German government gave me a grant to 
write a manuscript on the East German 
Seemann Publishing House,” Todd says. “It was 
very interesting. I interviewed Communist edi­
tors and historians after the fall.”
Todd’s passions for social change and art 
also have taken him to China and Russia 
before such exchanges became commonplace. 
In both places he witnessed the paranoia and 
hardship citizens endured. One arresting scene 
was a woman begging in M oscow’s Metro 
under a Social Realist painting o f Lenin. “She 
was blessing herself,” says Todd. “The new 
authority is the church. Priests have replaced 
commissars.”
Todd says he feels privileged for the chance 
to witness close up the harrowing transitions 
in the Communist world. In these complex 
times, he shows us just how tenuous civiliza­
tion really is. M
Writer Constance Poten is also oumer o f the 
Cotes du Crotale vineyard.
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Sociology/Forestry
Community-based Conservation
As they have every year since 1993, 
Siebert, an associate professor o f forestry and 
Belsky, an associate professor o f sociology at 
The University o f  Montana, will be working 
this summer to develop a new environmental 
paradigm called community-based conserva­
tion. Using techniques they’ve honed in more 
than twenty years in Indonesia and Central 
America, Siebert and Belsky are trying to find 
middle ground between preservationists and 
developers by identifying ways for people who 
live in the rain forest to prosper while main­
taining the forest’s ecosystem.
At its simplest, community-based conserva­
tion recognizes that people, too, are a vital part 
o f any ecosystem. In Moa, for example, where 
the boundary o f the recently established Lore 
Lindu National Park now separates the Uma 
from the rattan they’ve always depended on, 
Siebert and Belsky are looking at whether per­
mitting rattan gathering in the park might 
actually contribute to the overall health o f 
both the people and the forest
A Rain Forest Lab
In Moa, Siebert, Belsky and their ten-year- 
old son, Max, start the day early with bowls of 
rice and BBC news on the shortwave radio. 
Then the work begins. While Max invents 
stick games with the village children, Siebert 
and Belsky head out, each pursuing particular 
research projects in the area.
Siebert’s work takes him on long treks 
through dense forests, complete with wild pigs, 
monkeys, swallowtail butterflies and blood­
sucking leeches. O r to one o f the nurseries he 
has established where he cultivates rattan 
palms for future transplant to the forest
Always, he’s looking for ways to balance the 
people’s need to make a living and the need to ' 
protect the rain forest from the overharvesting j 
that could eventually wipe out the rattan
by Patrick Hutchins
Photos by Steve Siebert
The Lariang River flows fast and muddy down from the spine o f Sulawesi, the large Indonesian island just to 
the east o f Borneo. In less than ninety miles, it 
travels from 8,000-foot peaks in the interior to 
sea level, carrying the more than two meters o f 
rain that falls each year. Along the way it pass­
es through the village o f  Moa, where this 
summer scientists led by 
husband and wife team 
Steve Siebert and Jill 
Belsky will continue 
their study o f a special 
climbing palm. It is the 
palm that produces the 
rattan cane that is found 
in your rocking chair 
or your grandmother’s 
antique couch.
Moa also is home to 
the Uma, one o f  at least 
fifty indigenous peoples 
who live on the island. 
The Uma grow rice in 
the river bottoms, coffee 
and cacao in the shaded 
understory o f the nearby 
forest And they gather 
rattan, venturing into 
the rain forest to cut the canes o f this supple, 
climbing palm from its host trees. Lashed 
together in bundles, the cane is floated down 
the Lariang to be sold to Chinese traders, who 
then ship it to Java’s furniture factories. Rattan 
provides needed cash to the Uma’s subsistence 
economy, but it’s a multibillion dollar industry 
for Indonesia as a whole. Anything that endan­
gers the forest will further imperil the coun­
try’s already shaky economy, to say nothing o f 
the Uma’s traditional way o f life.
A member or the 
Uma peeling rattan.
Dodging Pic
Managing Forests in Indonesia
Jill Belsky and Steve Siebert.
palms. “Given the rate now, which is totally out 
o f control,” Siebert says, “it’s possible that all 
cane o f harvestable length could be collected. 
That would be tragic”
Siebert collaborates with Indonesian scien­
tists including Dr. Johanis Mogea, a world 
authority on rattan. This international collab­
oration is practical and philosophical. 
Solutions, Siebert believes, are rarely successful 
when imposed by outsiders; everyone must 
have a stake or it will probably fail “If com­
munities have a harvestable, sustainable prod­
uct that’s adding to peop le’s livelihood, you’ve 
got a strong incentive to maintain a forest,” he 
observes. “If you prohibit [ harvesting! or over- 
exploit the forest, you’ve lost
“One o f  our long-term goals, is to recom­
mend that areas o f the park be set aside so peo­
ple from the village would have a right to har­
vest rattan. In return, the park could regulate 
outsiders from overharvesting.”
Finding Solutions That Work
Meanwhile Belsky investigates how the 
people o f Mao or other regional villages relate 
to the land and what their attitudes are toward 
the social and economic changes overtaking 
them. Many times, Belsky observes, it’s the 
“poorest o f the poor” who use the forest m ost 
“IHarvesting rattan] is arduous work, the 
canes have sharp thorns and sometimes bees’ 
nests get pulled down,” she says. “Female heads 
o f households will take their sons out there to 
get what some people call ‘nature’s subsidy.’”
Among the many language and religious 
groups (the Uma, perhaps surprisingly, are 
Christian) living on Sulawesi, she is looking for 
ways to resolve the conflict between communi­
ty and conservation. “I’m trying to find out if 
there are traditions we can build into park 
management plans that are community-based 
and community-run so that they have a better 
chance o f success,” Belsky says. “The local com­
munities manage these forests through their 
choice o f what plants to keep, what plants to 
eat, what fruits to plant This is seldom recog­
nized by outsiders.”
Clearly, Siebert and Belsky face an enor­
mous task, not made any easier by the political 
turmoil currently rocking the Indonesian gov­
ernment Yet its importance has been recog­
nized and supported by the Indonesian scien­
tists with whom they work, by The Nature 
Conservancy and USAID, which has picked 
up their grant through the year 2000. And, 
most significantly, by the people o f  Moa, 
whose initial distrust 




conservation may one 
day be the way we all 
think about our envi­
ronment. “I’m con- 
standy in awe o f the 
love that these people 
have o f place, which 
parallels many folks in Montana,” Belsky says. 
“They are struggling to be able to stay in their 
place the way they know it and love it and still 
make a living. These same struggles are going 
on all around the world.” M
Patrick Hutchins is a free-lance writer in 
Missoula.
Weaving the cane in Java.
C l a s s r o o m  B e l i z e
Earlier this spring Siebert and Belsky led thirteen students on a two-week tour of Belize. Travel poster images to the con­trary, the students were in Belize to get fieldwork experience 
in ecology and sociology. Launched six years ago with a grant from 
the U.S. Agency for International Development, the program helps 
students, who collect data and interview 
indigenous people, understand the problems 
of equitable development in a Third World 
country. Belize was chosen because as the for­
mer British Honduras, the population is pri­
marily English-speaking, which makes 
research easier. And despite the heat, humidi­
ty, biting insects and the cost (on top of
tuition, students must pay $1,500), there is a waiting list to get on 
the trip.
Belsky stresses the importance o f  moving “teaching into the field.” 
The students go to three different protected areas and, after studying 
the ecology and how people make a living from the land, she says 
they have to come up with interdisciplinary man­
agement plans.
The program is also a chance for students to 
spend time with Siebert and Belsky, away from 
harried academic schedules. “It’s a chance to have 
those hour and a half conversations with stu­
dents about what their life goals are.” says Belsky. 
“The program has literally changed lives.”
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! and Raising Cane
From Shantytown 
to City Hall
Urban Popular Movements in Mexico
by Caroline Lupfer Kurtz
Photos by Paul Haber
After a trip from Manhattan to Mexico City and an all night bus ride into the hinterlands, Paul Haber 
remembers cooling his heels, tired and disori­
ented, in a small, busy 
office in downtown 
Durango, capital o f 
the same-named state 
in north central 
Mexico. He had been 
waiting more than 
three hours to talk to 
Gustavo Ordaz, a 
leader o f  the Comite 
Paa! Haber. de Defensa Popular
Fransciso Villa de Durango (CDP), one o f a 
number o f  social movements forming in
20 s
Mexico as a consequence o f  the dramatic shifts 
in the population and the economy since the 
early 1970s.
That was 1988. Haber had been in Mexico 
for two years as a graduate student from 
Columbia University, supported by the 
Fulbright and MacArthur foundations, learn­
ing about urban popular movements
Now an associate professor o f political sci­
ence at The University o f Montana, Haber is 
the unofficial archivist and historian o f the 
CDP and has documented its transformation 
from a shantytown movement o f rural poor 
into the leading political party in Durango, the 
largest and least populated state in Mexico. He 
does similar work with the Asemblea de 
Barrios in Mexico City, a confederation o f 
large neighborhood organizations in the fifth 
most populous city in the world.
Much o f Haber’s research involves “hang­
ing out” in shantytowns to learn about the 
issues and the organizations. With his open
demeanor and relaxed style, Haber fits into 
this scene better than many people could. 
Nevertheless, “it took a lot o f ignorance and 
chutzpa on my part to get started,” he says.
Through interviews, participatory observa­
tion and sheer time spent listening to stories, 
Haber has followed the growth o f these move­
ments—how they have structured themselves 
and what they have achieved. This summer, he 
begins a year’s sabbatical to work on a book 
about urban popular movements in Mexico 
from 1979 to  1994, a summary o f his research 
on the grassroots organizations that have been 
crucial to the growing democratization o f 
Latin America.
“My interest is in how popular movements 
organize themselves to take action and for 
what purposes, and whether this leads to polit­
ical power or not,” he says. “My belief is that 
the quality o f Latin American democracies, 
and perhaps their future success, is directly 
related to the relationship between political
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M  Members o f the CDP at a weekly meeting 
with the governor o f Durango.
parties and these grassroots movements.”
From Country to City
Haber’s connection with Mexico began in 
1979 when he spent a year in Michoacan 
studying agriculture and land issues as an 
undergraduate. At that time 65 percent o f the 
Mexican population was rural and 35 percent 
lived in urban centers. By 1980, that ratio had 
reversed, and today nearly 75 percent o f the 
population lives in cities.
While urban areas could at first absorb 
newcomers, by 1970 more and more immi­
grants were unable to find work or housing in 
the city centers to which they moved. The 
result has been burgeoning underground 
economies and the creation o f colonias, or 
shantytowns, in many areas.
“Urban popular movements tend to mobi­
lize around concrete issues, such as housing, 
services, education or health,” Haber says. 
“Their leaders sometimes come from the low- 
income rank and file members, but more often 
they are from very different class and educa­
tional backgrounds.”
In the CDP, he noticed that those in con­
trol were powerful, charismatic men, whereas 
the rank and file members from the colonias 
were predominantly poor women seeking help. 
By contrast, he says, the Asemblea de Barrios, 
while also largely low-income, has a much 
wider class representation. Its middle-level 
leaders come from the professional classes, 
resulting in a more democratic structure.
Land Invasions and 
Political Power
In Durango, the shift from country to city 
took the form o f “land invasions” and the cre­
ation o f shantytowns on vacant parcels o f land. 
Coordinated by members o f a once powerful 
student movement, these invasions were vio­
lently repressed by the government in 1968.
“They would occupy land at night, mostly 
public but some private, sometimes with the 
knowledge o f officials who recognized that 
such settlements were inevitable and that it 
would be better if the government kept some 
kind o f control,” Haber says.
Within ten years or so, Haber says that 
shantytown dwellers changed their approach. 
Instead o f going “with hat in hand” to the gov­
ernment for what they wanted, they decided to 
become the government “They began to see 
elections as a mechanism for social change, 
another way to get what they want,” he says.
Today the CDP controls the capital city; 
Durango’s last two mayors have been CDP 
members. At the state level, the CDP has 
changed its name to the Partido del Trabajo 
(Workers’ Party), and it is going to make a 
strong run for the governorship in 2000, 
according to Haber.
“The CDP has mitigated corruption, which 
is the basis for their broad electoral appeal,” he 
says. “They also have been more active than 
previous administrations in taking the initia­
tive in public works and in trying to attract 
investment to create business opportunities for 
the people o f Durango.”
Although it is a growing presence in munic­
ipalities, Haber says the CDP is very small at 
the national level, accounting for only six o f 
the 500 seats in the Chamber o f Deputies.
Out of the Rubble
Meanwhile, the Asemblea de Barrios has 
become a major player in the Partido de la 
Revolucion Democratica (PRD), the first real 
challenger to the Partido Revolucionario 
Institucional, which has ruled Mexico since the 
1920s.
The Asemblea de Barrios came into being 
for very different reasons than the CDP, Haber 
says. It emerged from a coalition o f neighbor­
hood organizations after central Mexico City 
was devastated by an earthquake in September 
1985. The downtown and historic zone, home 
to low- and moderate-income families, was cov­
eted by developers and others who were kept 
at bay by long-standing rent-control laws. The 
earthquake was an opportunity for outside 
interests to move in and gentrify the area, 
threatening to displace residents. Neighbor­
hood groups mobilized to fight this invasion
and to insist that the government rebuild 
affordable housing downtown.
Paco Saucedo, a former Jesuit priest, is one 
o f the leaders o f the four main barrios that 
make up the Asemblea, and he and Haber 
have become close friends during the past 
decade. Saucedo’s philosophy and concern 
with the ethics o f political movements have 
instructed and inspired Haber. “As the CDP 
and the Assemblea have grown and become 
involved in party politics, their members are 
challenged to maintain the ethical and philo­
sophical convictions o f their origins,” he says.
When he returns to Mexico this summer, 
Haber will be thinking about these issues. 
“Latin American politics have been trans­
formed over the past generation,” he says. “In 
the late 1970s, the majority o f nations were 
ruled by authoritarian regimes; today, the 
norm is representative democracy. But what 
difference does this make for low- and moder­
ate-income people? Certainly, freedom from 
state terror and the restoration o f democratic 
rights is a major plus. But what about the 
issues o f economic and social justice? Can 
Latin American democracy continue in the 
face o f the vast disparities in wealth and 
income that still characterize many countries?
A detail from a mural, painted by Diego Rivera, that 
hangs in Mexican National Palace.
“Grassroots movements express the will o f 
the majority better than any other collective 
voice,” Haber says. “In determining how truly 
representative a government is going to be, you 
have to look at the relationship between polit­
ical elites and grassroots organizations. The 
relation o f social movements to political par­
ties is integral to shaping the nature o f these 
new democracies.” M
Writer Caroline Lupfer Kurtz is a regular 
contributor to UM ’s Research View.
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Hong Kong’s  Victoria Harbor.
Beyond Reversion
Hong Kong in the Year of Transition.
by Peter Koehn and Phyllis Bo-yuen Ngai
H ere in Hong Kong, Special Administration Region o f the People’s Republic o f China, reac­tion to the country’s reversion to China last July has been subdued. The brilliant pomp and cere­mony have been overshadowed by more sober­
ing events—record annual rainfall, a dramatic slump in tourism and 
retail sales, bird flu and stock-market meltdowns. The People’s 
Liberation Army troops are practically invisible, reflecting the Chinese
mainland’s low-profile approach to 
the resumption o f  sovereign 
responsibility for Hong Kong. 
Press coverage o f events in China 
and the SAR continues to be open, 
and even critical; most journalists 
are surprised at the government’s 
restraint, but cautious about the 
future. And, according to a recent 
survey, 51 percent o f the Hong 
Kong populace are satisfied with 
the provisional government 
Tossed between East and West, 
a sparkling bridgehead in the 
southern industrial heart o f main­
land China, Hong Kong and its 
people are in the process o f 
redefining their identity. While some Hong Kong residents are learning 
Putonghua—the most widely used form o f spoken and written 
Chinese—the government is devoting resources to recruiting hundreds 
o f additional English-language teachers for primary and secondary 
schools. Hong Kong’s managerial elite send their children to U.S. uni­
versities, establish business enterprises in Guangdong or Shanghai and 
live in luxurious flats overlooking Hong Kong’s Victoria Harbor.
In a reversal o f pre-1997 migration trends, more people have 
returned to Hong Kong in the past year than have emigrated. 
Applications for resident visas are down sharply at the U.S., Canadian 
and Australian consulates. Hong Kong residents holding extended- 
validity visas (valid through 2001) are cashing them in. Marty interpret 
this as a sign o f renewed confidence among Hong Kong’s professionals. 
At the same time, more Americans now reside in the SAR than ever 
lived in the former British territory o f Hong Kong.
Peter Koehn.
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Reversion: The View from Shanghai
This low-key response contrasts markedly with the official hoopla 
and drastic expectations that greeted the prospect o f reversion in the 
weeks leading up to July 1, 1997. In Shanghai, a city o f seventeen mil­
lion people where we taught in 1996-97, giant red banners decorated 
buildings, billboards, street corners and metal sidewalk fences. Printed 
with white characters, one popular banner read, “More than one hun­
dred years o f national insults are to be washed away; let’s celebrate 
regaining sovereignty over Hong Kong.” For weeks, hotel lobbies, state- 
owned shops and university campuses displayed the countdown to July 
1 in minutes-although the numbers frequendy lagged behind the offi­
cial figure on the electronic board in Tiananmen Square. At a Shanghai 
International Studies University seminar, foreign-language students 
read patriotic speeches extolling the virtues o f Hong Kong’s return in a 
dozen different languages. A poster prepared by Department o f 
International Trade students featured a realistic watercolor o f the post­
modern skyscrapers that fill Hong Kong’s central business district cap- 
doned by the blunt slogan, “From now on, what is yours will be ours.”
In the days leading up to July 1, Chinese television provided nonstop 
visual coverage from Beijing and Hong Kong o f magnificent cultural 
performances, fireworks and British and Chinese pomp and ceremony- 
ranging from 17,000 workers and students presenting a five-stage dance 
in the Beijing Workers’ Stadium to Prince Charles’ speech referring to 
the “restoration o f responsiblity for Hong Kong.”
In the midst o f this media extravaganza, Shanghai’s unusually quiet 
streets reflected the faint joy o f most o f the people we interviewed. 
“The government is excited,” a university secretary told us, rolling her 
eyes. “But people are very calm.” A middle-aged bus driver offered a con- 
trasring viewpoint: “China’s status in the world will be higher from now 
on as a result o f Hong Kong’s return. With greater international respect 
and strength, other powers will be reluctant to hit on us.” A musician, 
who rehearsed day and night for weeks in preparation for her orches­
tra’s reversion performance in Beijing, explained that although “the 
return o f Hong Kong should be a happy occasion,...deep down I don’t 
feel much.” Even the student organizer o f  an exhibit devoted to the 
reversion admitted that “the whole celebration we are participating in 
seems very distant to us.” This student found it shocking, nonetheless, 
that a friend in Guangzhou “looks forward to July 1 because she wants 
to have a day off to sleep.”
From Fireworks to Firings in Hong Kong
For most people in Hong Kong, the excitement surrounding July 1, 
1997—the world-class fireworks displays, concerts, cocktail parties and 
sporting events—have been overshadowed by political and economic 
concerns. In a survey conducted by the Hong Kong Transition Project 
in January 1998, 45 percent o f Hong Kong residents indicated some 
worry about the political stability o f Hong Kong (down from 58 percent 
in June 1997). A record 57 percent expressed concern about their stan­
dard o f living.
The Year o f the Tiger has not been a prosperous one for A sia’s 
“Little Tiger” economies. Many corporations are drastically downsizing, 
and unemployment is rising. In January, Phyllis taught an advanced
English training course for sixteen Nike employees. Only two finished 
the ten-week course—the others had been laid off. The two who 
remained told her they would rather have been laid o ff in light o f the 
additional workloads they now have to shoulder.
Nevertheless, the number o f trainees (ranging from company secre­
taries to middle managers and experienced engineers) interested in 
enhancing their English-language skills through adult continuing educa­
tion and open-university courses is on the rise. For many in the SAR, 
improving one’s skills is a hedge against political instability and rising 
unemployment
Facing the Millenium
When we left Shanghai shordy after the handover, three questions 
struck us as crucial: How deeply will people in China be influenced eco­
nomically, culturally and politically by the capitalist and Western-orient­
ed “second” system that will exist in their midst for the next fifty years? 
How will Hong Kong’s people—who are experienced in interacting with 
peoples o f other cultures—contribute their knowledge and skills to the 
development o f China? In the new century, how successfully will Hong 
Kong weave networks between China and other countries, especially the 
United States?
Unraveling these issues is a long-term proposition for scholars, cul­
ture shapers and policy makers. However, judging from the past nine 
months, Hong Kong, as a special region of China, is positioned to play 
an even more decisive role than it had as a colonial territory. And its 
people and institutions are responding enthusiastically to this challenge.
During our Fulbright-sponsored year at the Hong Kong-America 
Center at the Chinese University o f Hong Kong, we have been able, in 
a small way, to forge new connections between academics in the East 
and the W est At an international symposium that Peter organized on 
May 28-29, panelists from Hong Kong and the United States (including 
UM’s O tto Koester, Dennis O ’D onnell and Mary Ellen Campbell) and 
two dozen prominent Chinese scholars discussed the oudook for rela­
tions between China and the United States. Unquestionably, the uni­
versity’s attractive setting and Hong Kong’s SAR status were responsi­
ble for drawing such an exceptional number o f mainland scholars.
On a date close to the first anniversary o f Hong Kong’s reversion to 
China, President Bill Clinton will visit the SAR. As we write, the pres­
ident’s advance team is in Hong Kong discussing details o f this visit 
There will be another media blitz, more speeches and festivities. But the 
symbolism will be revealing. Within one short year following reversion, 
Hong Kong is viewed with confidence in both Beijing and Washington 
as a vital and productive link in the blossoming friendship between 
China and the United States. M
Peter Koehn, a UM  political science professor, is currently director o f 
research and development at the H ong Kong-America Center and a visit­
ing professor at the Chinese University o f H ong Kong. Phyllis Bo-yuen 
Ngai, M.A. ’96, has been employed as a training consultant by the Hong 
Kong Polytechnic University’s Centre for Professional and Business 
English. Their twin boys, Justin Ngai-Tching and Jason Ngai-Szee, were 
bom  March 13, 1998.
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by Susanna Sonnenberg
A Quiet Place o f Violence 
is a painstaking chroni­
cle, bom out of solitude.
The book...turns out to 
be a semi-academic 
investigation with a curl 
of a smile.
A QlllCt Place of Violences Hunting and Ethics in the M issouri River Breaks
by Alien Morris Jones. Jones ’93 is the editor o f The Big Sky Journal.
Bozeman, Montana: Spring Creek Publishing, 1997.141 pp. $25.
Allen Morris Jones has collected in A  Quiet Place o f Violence his personal meditation on the ethics o f hunting, 
formed while he lived on an isolated ranch in 
the Missouri Breaks. In this intimate portrait, 
Jones explores why he hunts. For him, hunting 
is about discipline, animals, cycles, grace, char­
acter and the “process,” a word which appears 
again and again in the book.
Slipping between a daily account and philo­
sophical musing, Jones attempts his own 
Walden, a meticulous record o f one man’s soli­
tude and his appreciation for the natural 
world. As he prepares to hunt, he ponders 
“humanity’s estrangement from nature” and 
“the importance o f experience.” He connects 
present-day hunting to its ancient roots; he 
also connects desire and skill, will and control. 
A  Quiet Place o f Violence is a painstaking
chronicle, born out o f  solitude. Jones’ thoughts 
drift around the page, tighten into questions, 
melt into philosophy and float in a sea o f their 
own buoyancy.
“Practice is necessary: Hunting and mercy 
are not exclusive states,” he writes. “Elk call for 
the most supreme efforts from the hunter...and 
they are loved extremely.”
By the end o f the book, he closes with this 
thought: “I once had a ranch in the Missouri 
Breaks. But then I stood in a noiseless, motion 
less wind and saw a thing: possession is as pos­
session does. And so I will have the Breaks 
back only when I have become a short, move 
able feast My greatest grandchildren will eat 
an elk that ate the grass that was grown with 
strands o f  my carbon.
“For now, however, I am here only at my 
convenience.”
Vampires: Emotional Predators Who Want to Suck the Life Out of You 
by Daniel Rhodes and Dr. Kathleen Rhodes. Daniel Rhodes (a/li/a Neil McMahon, 
M.F.A. ’79) has published three novels in which vampires appear.
Amherst, New York: Prometheus Books, 1998. 194 pp. $23.95 hardcover.
24 s
I f  you have been starded and compelled by All About Eve or Othello, Daniel Rhodes and Dr. Kathleen Rhodes have an explana­
tion. These dramas are not just great stories; 
they feature “emotional vampires,” characters 
who thrive on destroying people for the sake o f 
it  “Emotional vampirism results from people 
who crave more emotional energy than they 
can engender on their own,” the authors write 
in Vampires. “They drain victims o f energy in 
order to empower themselves.”
We all know someone like this, the authors 
argue. They illustrate common scenarios—rang­
ing from traffic maneuvers to work encoun­
ters—and identify the emotional vampires. By 
recognizing and defining the emotionally drain­
ing behavior, the reader may come to a clearer 
understanding o f a boss, parent or lover.
The book, which easily could be classified 
as pop psychology, turns out to be a semi-acad­
emic investigation with a curl o f a smile. The 
authors combine personal anecdotes with liter­
ary references including Bram Stoker’s Dracula
to Joseph Conrad’s Heart o f Darkness. The per­
sonal anecdotes give fascinating, brief histories 
o f emotional vampires, such as the aunt who 
always visits during a family crisis but ends up 
stealing or the yuppie couple who torments a 
contractor with increasingly absurd demands.
Rhodes and Rhodes also have offered a 
valuable service in eliciting these tales. Each his­
tory is finely detailed, as if the teller has been 
waiting a long time to have som eone listen. 
Gathered from unnamed sources, the anec­
dotes are cathartic, letting people reveal the 
ways they have been victimized.
This book will be a comfort to anyone who 
knows an emotional vampire, because by 
exploring so many o f the telling characteristics, 
the authors thereby minimize the vam pire’s 
power. After all, the authors write, “the focus o f 
this boolcJs to explore, recognize and under­
stand certain human behaviors, to increase our 
understanding o f  ourselves and others and to 
learn to regulate our responses in order to 
move beyond the role o f victim.”
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The book becomes a 
memoir of invention as 
the writer examines how 
he invented and 
reinvented himself....
i
Rebuilding the Indian: A Memoir
by Fred Haefele. Haefele, M.F.A. ’81, is a tree surgeon and writer in Missoula.
New York: Riverhead Books, 1998. 210 pp. $24.95 hardcover.
R ebuilding the Indian is for many o f its pages Fred H aefele’s journey into the country o f motorcycle mechanics. As 
he builds a 1947 Indian Chief, he will name 
for us every part o f that bike-basketcase, ris­
ers, plungers, fenders. They are as much the 
poetry o f his life as the language between 
husband and wife, father and child, friend 
and friend. With a sharp ear for talk and a 
poet’s sense o f grace, Haefele illustrates all the 
many worlds that make up a man.
Motorcycles have helped Haefele chart his 
life, and when he writes o f a bike, he has a sly 
way o f sneaking the real story in just behind it 
“My wife took the new baby home to live with 
her parents,” he remembers o f  his first mar­
riage. “And by that spring I had sold the 
Lightning and filed for divorce.” He illustrates 
the bike world with an irresistible cast—Bootsy, 
Magoo, Bummy, Sneezy and Speedstick—led by 
Chaz, the mechanic and dealer whose sad mar­
riage and eternal bankruptcy give heat and 
color to H aefele’s obsessive project
But the parts o f  Rebuilding the Indian that 
will endure long after the smell o f Castrol has 
faded are the details o f H aefele’s frustrated 
relationship with his father (“Minimum Dad”) 
and his own ruined opportunity with his first 
son, a boy locked in Haefele’s dreams at age 
three. When at last he is reunited with his 
twenty-five-yearold son, “IKyle] sneaks a look, 
catches me sneaking a look at him. We both
know what it means: W ho ARE you?”
Like Don Delillo with a sense o f humor, 
Haefele registers the death o f  Jerry Garcia, the 
crash o f  TWA 800 and a local toxic chlorine 
spill, and he still mocks himself for a mid-life 
crisis that has him in his garage “making love 
to that bike.” Part love letter to his wife, an 
apology to two grown children and an invita­
tion to a baby not yet born, the book becomes 
a memoir o f invention as the writer examines 
how he invented and reinvented himself— 
from changing his first name at age twelve to 
becoming, again, a husband and father.
Haefele looks back on himself with a wily 
sort o f courage and makes everything he 
touches—children, marriage, machines and 
trees—vivid and essential. He thrives on the 
flourish o f the word and flaunts an evident 
passion for description: his bike’s blue paint job 
is “ten-feet deep”; a rotting tree, a “funky wid- 
owmaker”; his newborn daughter’s sound, a 
“delicious, hiccuppy laugh.”
Haefele examines his role as father with a 
clear eye, kids himself around the edges, con­
templates those big-limbed trees from which 
he makes his living and immerses himself in 
the stage show o f the motorcycle world. 
Through it all, he builds a book, invents a 
voice. When he speaks o f a friend, he could be 
describing himself: “He paints it with words, 
he paints it with parts. It’s the possibilities that 
move Chaz, and not the fact”
Guiding Elliott
by Robert Lee. Lee, M.F.A. ’96, lives in Missoula.
New York: The Lyons Press, 1997. 189 pp. $22.95 cloth.
u w %  ear Piscatorial Partners,” begins 
■ Robert Lee’s first novel that is 
W 0  written in the form o f  letters 
from Montana fishing guide Donnie Phillips 
to a New York City fly-fishing dub.
In folksy malapropisms, Donnie sets out 
to impart real fishing savvy “that you 
should write down in your fishing note­
book,” imparting such wisdom as: “Face
your danger and row your ass away from it”
O r “Laughing is a good thing to d o on your 
fishing trip.” As a bad season turns him into 
a quirky hero, Donnie gets carried away 
with tales o f  small town Montana life—its 
characters, barroom brawls and fly-fishing 
rivalries. Through D onnie’s finely honed 
silliness and bent western wisdom, Lee 
takes a serious poke at the new West
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After 14 years Paddy O’Connell MacDonald, M A  
’81, has retired from compiling and editing Class 
Notes, and moved on to other writing challenges. 
These Class Notes were compiled by JOYCE H. Brusin, 
M.F.A. '85. If you would like to submit information, 
please drop a line to the Alumni Association, Brandy 
Hall, The University o f Montana, Missoula, MT 
59812-0013. O r e-mail your news to: alumnote@sel- 
way.umt.edu
#  ’30s
Celia Caffin Risen ’35 has published Jewels o f 
Maine: Jewish Maine Pioneers, with Dorrance 
Publishing Co., about the lives o f  the Jewish immi­
grants who arrived in Maine from Eastern Europe 
during the late 19th and early 20th centuries.
Paul Lowney ’39 has published Toads, a book of 
humorous philosophy, with Crowne &  Lurie.% ’40s
Marjorie Ann Boesen King ’49 spent 10 years 
researching and writing, A  House Eternal, a historical 
novel about one o f the scholars responsible for the 
King James Bible o f  1611. Marjorie is an active mem­
ber o f  the Wisconsin Regional Writers Association 
and the Wisconsin Fellowship o f  Poets.
’50s
William T. Barry ’51, M A  ’55, Ed.D. 77, of 
Cusick, Wash., worked as a water quality specialist and 
educator for many years. Following the publication of 
six papers on Pend Oreille County’s Bead Lake, he 
wrote a guest editorial for The Newport Miner on the 
lake’s water quality.
Margery Crockett Tede ’54 sings mezzo-soprano in 
operas and recitals throughout the United States, 
Europe, Central America and the South Pacific, includ­
ing Susan B. Anthony in Virgil Thompson’s The
T-Shirts from 
M oose's Saloon in Montana!
Wear on e of our T-shirts, even if you wont b e  back for awhile. 
For free color brochure with design s and prices, write: 
Moostly M ooses, PO Box 668, Kalispefl, Montana 59903 
Phone: 1-406-755-66S7 FAX 1-406-257-2338
Thomas 0. Markle ’65
Mother o f Us All, and Mrs. Noah in Ron McFarland’s 
Pegasus. She is a frequent guest at the Lake Tahoe 
Summer Music Festival
Marilyn Shore Peterson ’57 joined the Montana 
Ambassadors, a statewide organization o f 160 volun­
teers who represent the Office o f the Governor and 
the Montana Department o f Commerce in business, 
trade and tourism development Marilyn owns the 
Emily A Bed and Breakfast in Seeley Lake and is active 
in the UM Foundation and Alumni Association.
#  ’60s
Ken Maki ’62 was elected president o f  the 
Montana Farmers Union, a statewide organization o f 
family farmers and ranchers. He has served on its 
board o f directors since 1993.
Thomas 0. Markle ’65 was selected by the Board of 
Governors o f the Federal Reserve System to serve a 
two-year term as a Helena Branch director o f  the 
Federal Reserve Bank o f  Minneapolis. He and his wife 
Cindy live in Glasgow.
JlM  SEA RLES ’68 is now director o f  professional 
development for D A  Davidson &  Co. in Great Falls.
Richard F. uRick” Cebull, J.D. ’69, was chosen to 
become federal magistrate for Great Falls.
Lawrence D. Huss, J.D. ’69, was named Oregon 
vice president for US West Communications. He lives 
in Pordand with his wife, Nancy, and their sons, Daniel 
and Robinson.
#  ’70s
Richard E. Hart 70, who lives with his wife Tracy 
in Great Falls, was selected by the Board o f  Governors 
o f  the Federal Reserve System to serve a two-year term 
as a Helena Branch director o f the Federal Reserve 
Bank o f  Minneapolis.
Alan Goldin 74, M A  76, joined the Oregon 
Institute o f  Technology as an assistant professor in nat­
ural sciences.
Mark D. Safty 74, J.D. 77, is a Billings attorney 
and chair o f  the business department at Holland &  
Hart, a firm employing 200 lawyers in Colorado, Utah, 
Idaho, Wyoming and Montana.
Robert J. Doornek 75 was chosen employee o f  the 
month at Western Bank in Wolf Point, where he has 
been employed since 1975, and has presided since 
1995. A fourth-generation Wolf Point native, “R.J.” is 
past-president o f  the W olf Point Chamber o f 
Commerce and current president o f  the Montana 
Independent Bankers Association. He and his wife 
Arlene have four grown children.
Mike Halligan 75, M PA  77, J.D. ’85, was the 
principal speaker at the Hill County Democratic 
Central Committee's annual dinner, November 22, 
1997 in Havre.
Becky Stebbins Mitchell 75 is the social worker on 
staff for Carbon County Memorial Hospital and 
Nursing Home in Red Lodge.
Richard E. Hart 70 Alan Goldin 74
Terry Spear, Ph.D. 75, an associate professor of 
safety, health and industrial hygiene at Montana Tech 
o f  The University o f  Montana, presented his research 
on respirator protection factors at the 19th Lead 
Occupational Health Conference in Chicago.
John T. Farmer, J.D. 77, o f San Diego, announces 
the establishment o f John T. Farmer &  Associates, 
which will focus on insurance defense and general civil 
trial practice.
David B. Kinnard, J.D. 77, has opened the 
Kinnard Law Firm in Billings.
Deborah Singer 77 was named regionaj energy 
marketing director for the Montana Power Trading &  
Marketing Company’s regional office in Billings.
Kathy A. Lane 78, an assistant professor o f  music 
at Idaho State University in Pocatello, worked with 
students from north central Montana at the National 
Association o f Teachers o f  Singing festival in Great 
falls.
Dean J. Peterson 78, choral director at Missoula’s 
Hellgate High School, received a 1997 Milken family 
Foundation National Educator award for innovative 
curricula and teaching methods.
Shelley George Van Atta 79 joined the Billings 
office o f  Piper Jaffray as an investment executive. With 
her husband, Larry Van Atta, Piper Jaffray’s managing 
director o f  investments, she will specialize in retire­
ment plans, investments and college and estate plan­
ning.
#  ’80s
John G. Crist ’80, J.D. ’84, opened the Crist Law 
Firm in Billings, where he will handle employment, 
discrimination law and commercial litigation.
John T. McNay ’80, MA. '91, received a doctorate 
in U.S. diplomatic history from Temple University, 
where he was selected as the outstanding graduate stu­
dent in international research and the history depart­
ment’s outstanding teaching assistant He researched 
his dissertation, “Imperial Paradigm: Dean Acheson 
and U.S. Foreign Policy, 1949-1952,” at the national 
archives in Washington, D.C, and the British national 
archives in London. He will teach at Cheyney College 
in suburban Philadelphia this coming year.
Russ Porter ’82 was elected president o f 
Whitefish First Interstate Bank, where he has worked 
since 1983. He and his wife Kim have two sons, Jordan 
and Ryan.
Bret C  “ Wildman" Bennett ’83 works as a sales 
associate for Coldwell Banker in Red Lodge.
Mark Sokkappa, J.D. ’83, who finished a one-year 
contract as attorney to the Supreme Court in Chuuk, 
Micronesia, joined the law firm o f  Chen and Chem 
Attorneys at Law in Kaohsiung, Taiwan. The firm 
serves southern Taiwan.
John G. Connors ’84 was elected to the Montana 
Power C a’s board o f  directors. He is Microsoft 
Corporation’s chief information officer and received 
UM’s Distinguished Alumni Award in 1997.
Terry Annalora, M.FA ’85, was guest soloist at 
First Presbyterian Church in Helena this winter. Tins
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Shelley George Van Atta 79 Keri Simonetti ’93
is his 13th year as director o f choirs at Custer County 
High School in Miles Gty.
Brenda Houchen, M.Ed. ’85, who was named 
Outstanding Collegiate Teacher o f  the Year by the 
Montana Business Education Association, has been a 
faculty member at Western Montana College since 
1987, where she chairs the business and technology 
department
Andrew J. UAJ." King ’85 is senior vice-president at 
First Security Bank in Kalispell. A.J. and his wife 
JoAnna have a two-year-old daughter, Annie Jo.
Tracy Axelberg, J.D. '86, has been elected president 
of Montana Defense Trial Lawyers, Inc
Glenn J. Barr ’86 is a Major in the U. S. Army, 
stationed at Fort Irwin in California’s Mojave Desert 
He writes: “My wife Janet and I, and our son Logan, are 
all looking forward to a Montana trip when we’ll be 
able to see trees and snow again!”
Jeffrey Howard Stockwell ’86 works as Fire 
Management Officer for the Beartooth District o f 
Custer National Forest, where, in his spare time, he 
snowmobiles, hunts, fishes and golfs.
Doug Abbott, M.B.A. ’88, was named dean o f  the 
College o f Humanities, Social Science and Information 
Technology at Montana Tech.
Patrick D. Hould, M.Ed. ’88, received the 1997 
Milken Family Foundation National Educator Award 
for his work as principal at Lewistown Junior High 
School.
Marcelle Compton Quist, J.D. ’88, relocated to 
Southern Fines, N.G, to open “Legal Alternatives,” a 
mediation and arbitration center.
Susan Dunn Watters, J.D. ’88, o f Billings was 
appointed by Gov. Marc Racicot to the 13th Judicial 
District.
Neil G. WESTESEN ’88 is a Billings trial attorney and 
a new partner at Crowley, Haughey, Hanson, Toole &  
Dietrich, where he specializes in civil litigation, and 
construction and Indian law.
Emery B. Jones ’89, MA. *91, is now an addiction 
treatment counselor for Mineral County’s Turning 
Point program.
Renee K. Pettinato ’89, J.D. ’92, manages the prop­
erty, casualty and professional liability insurance pro­
grams for the state o f  Wyoming.
^  ’90s
Colleen Graham 90, J.D. ’93, a staff attorney at the 
Montana School Boards Association, was previously 
legal counsel to the Montana Department o f 
Commerce Professional and Occupational Licensing 
Bureau.
Tony Hines *90, the recipient o f  24 1997 Montana 
Addy awards for creative excellence in advertising, lives 
in Billings where he coown s KHG Advertising,
Peter Steele, J.D. *90, is the new deputy county 
attorney for Flathead County. He and his wife, Elaine 
Thompson, and their sons, Charlie, 7, and Jack, 4, 
enjoy skiing and hiking in Glacier National Park.
Amy Christensen Appel "91, who recently studied
geriatric balance-related disorders at a physical therapy 
seminar in Portland, is on the staff o f  the Bozeman 
Physical Therapy Center.
Michael B. Austin x’92 launched a new business, 
Out o f Court Solutions, focusing on conflict resolution 
and Indian law. His services are available within a 90- 
mile radius o f  his office in Custer.
Lisa Dunn Bennett ’92 lives with her husband Jay 
in San Jose, Calif., where she is assistant athletic trainer 
for San Jose State University.
David G. Dennis , J.D. ’92, o f  Great Falls was named 
vice-president and general counsel o f  D A  Davidson &  
Co. A member o f  the Montana Chamber o f  
Commerce, he chairs the Great Falls area chamber’s 
Government Affairs Committee.
Kevin 5. Jones, J.D. ’92, is a principal in the 
Missoula law Firm o f Christian, Samson &  Jones.
Damian Charette ’93 o f  Mesa, Ariz., was an artist- 
in-resident at elementary schools in Poison and Billings 
this fall. In Arizona, he teaches art to juvenile offend­
ers and adults in prison.
Eric S. Hummel ’93, J.D. ’96, joined the Flathead 
Valley Attorney’s Office as a deputy attorney, after his 
clerkship with the Hon. Jean Turnage, J.D. ’51, Chief 
Justice o f the Montana Supreme Court
Keri Simonetti ’93 is a registered associate at DA. 
Davidson and Co.’s Missoula office.
Anders T. Berry, J.D. ’94, has become associate 
counsel to D A  Davidson &  Co. in Great Falls.
Michael J. Burke ’94 has begun work with Parke- 
Davis Pharmaceuticals in Lake Oswego, Ore.
Kenneth L Jansa. M.B.A. ’94, relocated to Glasgow 
where he is now vice-president in charge o f  commeri- 
cal lending at Valley Bank.
Stephanie A. Reinhardt, J.D. ’94, is a partner with
the firm o f Smith, Walsh, Clarke and Gregoire in Great 
Falls, where she has practiced since 1995.
Timothy Thompson, MA. ’94, is an assistant profes­
sor o f  mathematics at the O regon Institute o f 
Technology.
Allen Birdsong, J.D. ’95, and Randy Unt, J.D. ’95 
opened a second office o f  the Florence firm Birdsong 
&  Lint on West Main in Hamilton.
Paul Grigsby, J.D. ’95, joined the Billings firm of 
Wright, Tolliver &  Guthals.
Jodi Harrison, J.D. ’95, is associate at the Bozeman 
law firm o f  Harris, Tarlow &  Stonecipher.
David E. Keen ’95 completed 11 weeks o f  training 
at the law enforcement academy in Helena, and is now 
a sheriff’s deputy for Stillwater County.
Moira G. Murphy-D'Alton, J.D. ’95, is a deputy 
attorney with the Billings City Attorney’s Office.
Aaron M. Simard ’95 is a producer at CNBC in 
New York. He and Auson R. STERN ’94, a financial 
media relations specialist for Merrill Lynch, plan to 
marry in May 1999.
Johnathan W. Anderson, J.D. ’96, joined Loren 
Tucker, P.C. in Virginia City.
Bradley J. Baldwin ’96 passed his state licensing 
exams for property, casualty, life and health insurance, 
and has joined Erickson-Baldwin Insurance Associates 
in Havre as a sales associate
Mary E. Bryson, M.P.A. ’96, was elected to the 
executive committee o f  the Multi-State Tax 
Commission. She has worked as Montana’s state rev­
enue director since 1996.
Allison P. Fontenot, J.D. ’96, joined the Billings 
law firm o f  Crowley, Haughey, Hanson, Toole &  
Dietrich, where she practices litigation.
CASEY Heitz, J.D. ’96, is a deputy county attorney in
^ ‘Center at— p
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Imagine a meeting 
center where the only 
distractions are the 
sound o f the water 
against the shore, an 
eagle that catches 




The Center at 
Salmon Lake.
An exclusivefull-service 
conference center located in 
a tranquil island setting.
• Luxurious rooms and soites
• Comfortable meeting environment
• Indoor and outdoor Jacuzzi
• fitness center and sauna
• Customized rate packages for 
group) of up to twenty-five
Jane D. Fisher, D irector 
H.C. 31 Box 800 South 
Seeley Lake, M T 59868 
O ffice: (406) 243-5556 
Fax: (406) 677-3846 
E-mail: Jfisher@seltvay.umt.edu 
Web site: tvtvtv.sedmonlakecenter.org
Our committment is to 
make you r stay above and 
beyond you r expectations.
IheUnneisiyofMontana
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the Yellowstone County Attorney’s Office. He com ­
pleted a clerkship in the 13th Judicial District C ourt
Kyle R. Washington ’96 o f  Vancouver, British 
Columbia, was appointed president and chief operat­
ing officer o f  Seaspan International Ltd.
David Paul Wilkins, J.D. ’96, joined the Billings law 
firm o f  Wright, Tolliver &  Guthals.
Ian Michael Carlson ’97 and his wife, Sara, live in 
Missoula where lan is a software engineer for 
Education Logistics.
Kenneth Connors, J.D. *97, has joined the Connors 
Law Firm in Anaconda.
Jeffrey E. Knutson, J.D. *97, is an associate attorney 
in the Great Falls firm o f  Alexander, Baucus, Taleff &  
Paul.
Jennifer L Massman, J.D. ’97, joined the Great Falls 
firm o f  Smith, Walsh, Clarke &  Gregoire.
Liana Messer, J.D. ’97, joined the Missoula law 
firm o f  Christian, Samson &  Jones.
Faith Mishenah Price ’97 coordinates UM’s 
McNair Scholars and Upward Bound programs.
Randy L Tarum, J.D. ’97, has joined the Deschenes 
Law Firm in Great Falls, where he’ll focus on general 
civil litigation and bankruptcy.
Mark R. Taylor, J.D. *97, is now part o f  the Helena
law firm o f  Browning, Kaleczyc, Berry &  Hoven.
Beverly G. Tronrud, J.D. *97, is a deputy county 
attorney in the Yellowstone County Attorney’s office, 
where she interned in 1996.
Anna Wherry ’97 works as a physical therapist at 
Bozeman Deaconess Hospital.
In Memoriam
The Alumni Office extends sympathy to the families 
o f  the following alumni, friends and faculty.
Dorris Dorsey Harbert x’21, Poison
Dorothy E. Risley Leavey x’21, Beverly Hills, Calif.
Mary Vedder Butler ’22, Alton, 11L
Margaret E. Nelson ’24, Butte
Katherine Morgan ’26, Butte
Ruth Miller Wilfley ’26, Sparta, Tenn.
Mary Frances Farnsworth Dyas ’28, San Diego 
Gertrude Bassett ’29, Hamilton 
Franklin G. Meeker ’29, Naples, Fla.
Rachael Wood '29, Spokane, Wash.
Josephine McGlumphy Vogt '30, Hamilton 
Newell B. “Red” Matthews ’33, Reno, Nev.
Thelma Woodrow ’33, Billings 
Charles L  Rohel ’34, Butte
Annie R. Evans Larsen ’35, Roundup 
Edward J. Lousen ’35, Butte 
Mary Jean McLaughlin Wells ’35, Everett,Wash. 
Margaret B. Johnson '36, Eugene, Ore.
Sue Tooley-McBride Averill '37, Edmonds, Wash. 
Robert P. Lathrop ’37, Great Falls 
Arne 0. Nousanen ’37, Hamilton 
Margaret Lucy Hennessy ’38, Saranac Lake, N.Y. 
Raymond S. Megquier ’38, Fernley, Nev.
Patricia Holmes Poppaw ’38, Desert Hot Springs, 
Calif.
Marion Rose McGill Smith '38, Stanford, Calif.
John 5. Wulf ’38, Whitehall
Wendell L Jones ’39, Missoula
Harold R. Miller ’39, Sanders
Karl W. Bergner ’40, Buffalo, Wyo.
Harold N. Ives x’40, Happy Camp, Calif. 
Margaret J. “Peg " Kemp Wagner ’40, Missoula 
Sverre L Thorsrud ’41, San Jose, Calif.
Lucille Fulton Stripling '42, Seattle 
Howard K. Small x’44, Corvallis, Ore.
Tennie Yoder ’44, M.Ed. ’50, Missoula 
Willard R. ‘tBlLL,, Falus ’45, Frenchtown 
Dwight W. uBud ” Miller ’46, Missoula 
Vernon W. Rauk, MS. ’46, Kalispell 
Lowell 0. Asher ’48, Eugene, Ore.
Lois Jane Larson Koch ’48, Sidney
A couple of tasty offerings from...
The University of Montana Refreshing Spring Water 
is now available at a store near you. If you would 
like UM Spring Water in your area, please call 406-j 
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James 0. McCray ’48, Scottsdale, Ariz.
Lyie K. Miller ’48, Great Falls 
Paul A. Strong ’48, Spokane, Wash.
Rhynold C Auch ’49, Florissant, Mo.
Thomas T. Cacavas ’49, M A  ’50, Bethpage, N.Y.
John L Carver ’49, Kalispell
Richard F. Keefe ’49, MEd. ’53, Georgetown, Calif.
Roberta. McKinsey’49, Missoula
Paul F. Voorhees '49, Kalispell
Margery Hunter Brown ’50, ’53, J.D. 75, Bigfork
Joseph E. Estes ’50, Redding, Calif.
Theodore W. Navratil ’50, M S. ’52, Sandpoint, Idaho 
Charles R. “Bob” Tharalson ’50, Vancouver, British 
Columbia 
Henry J. Pratt '52, Lakewood, Colo.
Lawrence Burlingame ’53, M.Ed. ’67, Missoula 
Gloria A. Tinseth Whitcomb ’53, New Smyrna Beach, 
Fla.
William F. O’Connor ’55, M.Ed. ’58, Butte 
Nancy May Ruckman Blake ’58, Post Falls, Idaho 
James J. Bottomly , J.D. ’58, West Glacier 
William A. Broun , J.D. ’58, Anaconda 
Leroy F. Saxton ’58, Bend, Ore.
Ann Steffenson ’58, Pleasant Hill, Ore.
Richard D. Chaney ’61, Livingston 
Graeff T. Fister ’64, Missoula 
Tinsley Palmer ’64, Seattle 
Douglas L Mason ’67, Coeur d’Alene, Idaho 
Dana J. Bunnell, M A  ’69, Boise, Idaho 
Denis M. “Dinny” Lynch 75, Missoula 
Walter R. Hah, M.Ed. 76, folson 
Brian P. Kellogg 79, Folsom, Calif.
Gary C  Altmaier ’86, ’89, Missoula 
Kerin S. Smart '90, Big Timber 
Thomas Robert Hallett ’92, Butte 
Jon C Taft *95, Missoula 
Mike Bell, Lynwood, Wash.
Raymond J. Fox, Missoula
Dorothy R. Kaye, Denver, C o la
Peter Koch, Corvallis
Martha S. McElwain, Helena
Phiup G. Maloney, Missoula
Clara L Ranstrom, Missoula
Kay Simpson, Moore
Florence E. “Betty” Swanson, Missoula
Walter L Titus, Apache Junction, Ariz.
Lloyd L Zimmerman, Missoula
Births
Jase Harrison to Alan J. Hall ’87, J.D. *90, and Michele 
Fox Hall ’86, Feb. 19, 1997, in Billings.
McKenzie Rae to USA FASBENDER FLAHERTY '89 and 
Andrew Flaherty '90, Feb. 26, 1998, in Spokane, 
Wash.
Aaron Edward to Nataue Edwards Marx ’89 and 
Bryan Marx *88, Sept 18,1997, in Missoula.
Tanner Steven to Suan Fousek Simon *90 and Steven 
R. Simon *90, Aug.l 1, 1997, in Redmond, Wash. 
Cheyenne Marie to Angela Hanson A sm  *93, MA. "94, 
and Timothy Mark A sm  ’93, June 15, 1997 in 
1 Anchorage, Alaska.
1 Pierce Evan to Vonda L Franklin ’96 and Btu Franklin




Patricia Tyler Allen 78, Spokane, Wash.
Lobell Bennett ’51, Billings
Donna Fleshman Bennett ’52, Billings
David Benson ’82, Denver
Stephen R. Brown 'll, J.D. ’80, Havre
Teresa Felzer Brown ’87, Havre
Cynthia Rapp Bryan 71, Missoula
Diana Lynne Burke ’82, Lake Oswego, Ore.
James M. Burns 74, Vancouver, Wash.
Cindy Carlson ’90, Butte 
Richard A. Carlson 71, Mills, Wyo.
Robert M. Carlson 76, J.D. 79, Butte 
Daniel B. Corts ’59. M A  ’66, Arlington, Va. 
Lynne Woodcock Cravath 75, Phoeniz, Ariz. 
Allen F. Davis ’89, Litde Rock, Ark.
Donald H. Davis ’68, Conrad 
Sherry Hunter Davis ’66, Conrad 
Veronica Brandt Dinkins ’88, Renton, Wash. 
Cufford A. Feather ’88, Walerston, S.D.
Mavis A. Loscheider Greer 74, M A  78, Casper, 
Wyo.
Janice Heikkila-Walker ’82, M.Acct ’86, Ketchikan, 
Alaska
Colleen McGrath Jones ’81, Federal Way, Wash. 
Debra Bender Julian ’89, New York, N.Y.
Paul W. Kuhn, M.S. ’83, Spokane, Wash.
Ronald B. Mahugh 75, Yreka, Calif.
Kandi J. Massey ’83, Pasco, Wash.
Margarita “Chita” Wine Miller ’66, Roche Harbor, 
Wash.
Warren R. Neyenhuis ’92, Hamilton 
Kenneth J. Nicholson '91, Missoula 
Thomas H. Pelletier 76, Missoula 
Mark A. Schafer ’92, Corvallis, Ore.
Shannon E. Scott ’93, M A  ’95, Yerington, Nev.
Gene M. Solomon ’88, Missoula
Rod R. Stoll 73, M .BA 75, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Joan G. Swettzer ’52, M A  ’54, Wellborn, Fla. 
Margaret “Peggy” Tonon, J.D. 74, Hamilton 
Andrew J. Vuet ’86, El Paso, Texas 
Ingrid Nicholson Vuet ’87, ’88, El Paso, Texas 
Carol Dolan Wachter ’83, Beaverton, O re  
Timothy B. Walker ’87, Ketchikan, Alaska 
Kelly A. Ward ’86, Missoula 
Marc H. Washenfelder 78, Riverton, Wyo.
John C Wertz ’61, Arlington, Va.
Ramonda Wertz, Arlington, Va.
Linda Whitham Whatley ’80, Seattle 
Arlene M. Wilson ’81, Littleton, Colo.
Gary Lee Wilson ’81, Littleton, Colo.
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From Masquer Stage to Satellite Screen
by Joyce H. Brusin
I t’s two thumbs up for A rt Almquist, M .FA, M.A. *96! His review o f the movie Twister won him first place in U.S. Satellite 
Broadcasting and Sony Electronics* “You Be 
the Movie Critic” contest this past March.
Hand-picked by film critic Gene Siskel, o f the 
renowned Siskel and Ebert team, Almquist will 
“dish out” movie reviews on U.S. Satellite 
Broadcasting beginning this spring. When the 
nationwide search for a critic began in 
September 1997, Almquist entered the contest 
with a videotaped review of the movie Face Off.
“1 entered because 1 love movies and always 
have,” he said. By March he was one o f  three 
finalists auditioning live at Planet Hollywood 
in Beverly Hills, Calif.
“All three finalists in the competition were 
very good,” said Gene Siskel, “and had picked
interesting films to talk about” Siskel chose 
Almquist out o f the three because, he said, 
“Art deconstructed Twister very well. In fact, 
I had many o f the same criticisms, so o f course 
I thought he was a very smart man.”
“Winning this contest,” said Almquist, “is
just one example o f how attending UM 
changed my whole life.” In the drama depart­
ment from 1992 to 1996, Almquist studied 
performance theory and criticism, as well as 
acting. He wrote his m aster’s thesis in criti­
cism on the film Silence o f the Lambs.
“Movies are about storytelling and stories 
are what keep us alive as a people,” said 
Almquist “Studying with Randy Bolton, and 
reading the work o f theorists like Victor 
Turner and Clifford Geertz, helped me to 
understand what makes movies work and not 
work.”
Almquist has returned to his hometown of 
Tucson, Ariz., where he teaches acting at 
Tucson High Magnet School. Becoming a 
nationally-known movie critic wasn’t the only 
benefit o f attending UM. Almquist met Amy 
Lehmann, M F.A’95, while here and the two 
were married last year. M
Make a Planned Gift*
to a UM Foundation Endowed Fund and Receive a Montana
Income Tax Credit for 50% of Your Qualifying Contribution
Maximum credit of $10,000 per individual per year
Must be used in year o f the gift (no carry forward)
Credit may not exceed your Montana income tax liability
Also app lies to planned gifts or outright gifts from 
corporations, small business corporations, partnerships 
or estates
ACT NOW!
Incentive Expires in 2001
Contact the UM Foundation Office of Planned Giving 
(406-243-2593 or 1-800-443-2593) 
for more information or to request an example 
specific to your own situation.
P lanned G ifts in c lu d e  Charitab le R em a inder Trusts. 
G ift Annuities. D eferred  G ift Annuities. P oo led  In com e 
Fund G ifts and  Paid-up Life In su ran ce P o lic ies
'he University ofMontana
F O U N D A T IO N
P.O. Box 7159 M issoula. MT 59807
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for Homecoming ’98
for the Parade, for Class Reunions, for the 
Fireworks Display, and much, much more!
Friday and Saturday 
October 2 & 3
40th Class Reunion for the Class of 1958 
25th Un-reunion for the Class of 1973 
Singing on the Steps on Friday evening 
Parade on Saturday morning 
Football game - UM Griz vs. Portland State Vikings 
Delta Gamma Alumni & Friends Breakfast -
contact Mary Jo Connelly 728-5918 or Mary Moore 543-6702
Kappa Kappa Gamma Reunion for those pledges from ’49 - ’53
contact Pat Biggerstaff 543-3568 or Elizabeth Gibson 728-5328
UM Alumni, please make reservations NOW! 
Football tickets will be available after July 4,1998. 
Please call the UM Alumni Association 
1-800-862-5862 or 1-406-243-5211
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1 M M  At Home in Ghana
President
°** l̂ * lds 63 by Joyce H. Brusin
President-elect 
M ichael J. O ’N eill’80 
Butte
Vice President 
Rick F. Schneider ’78 
Edina, Minn.
Past President 
Dennis D. Iverson ’68 
Helena
Board of Directors 
Robert T. “Rob" Bell ’90 ’93
Missoula
Marcia Meagher Bragg '63 74 
Cut Bank
G len M. Campbell ’85 ’87
Redmond, Wash.
R. MacMillan “Mac” Fraser ’62 
Boulder, Colo.
Wyley P. G ood ’63 
Fort Benton
Robert W. “Bob" H oene 70 
Clancy
Susan Foster Korkalo ’66 
Livingston
W ilm er “Bill” M itchell ’50
Miles City
Donald E  N icholson ’56 
Norwich, Conn.
Paige W ilson N icholson ’89 
Great Falls
Ann Parke Ruegamer ’67 
Billings
Kay LeFevre Stipe '59 
Spokane, Wash.
Among the 30 Peace Corps volunteers President Bill Clinton met on the first day o f his historic trip toAfrica this past March was 25-yearold Wendy Harvison, o f  Blackfoot, Idaho, who graduated from UM in 1996, with a bachelor’s degree in social work. “It was very hot that day,” she said, “and they were running 
way behind schedule, but he took time to talk to us.”
Harvison works, along with 146 other volunteers, in the West African country o f Ghana. At the Children-In-Need 
youth shelter in the capital city o f Accra, she teaches basic literacy and math skills to students who will in turn train 
other children in need. “We hope to involve more than 70 children in the program by the end o f the year,” she says.
Harvison begins her days with an hour-long commute on three different “tro-tro,” transit vans packed with other 
commuters. Once I get to work, the kind o f day I will have is determined by whether or not we have electricity that 
day, which we do about 50 percent o f the time,” explains Harvison. “After work, I pick one errand to do each day, 
such as going to the post office, because more than that is too difficult to arrange.” 
Harvison returns home to a “compound-house” on the Gulf o f Guinea, where she 
shares kitchen, bath and walled-in yard with a family o f 12.
“Sometimes the mother in the family will cook for all o f us,” says Harvison. “Other 
times I shop at the huge outdoor markets or I buy street food called ‘chop,’ that’s 
made up o f fermented corn, mashed yams, or a stew o f  other things. Since very lit­
tle food is imported into the country there are only two Western-style grocery stores 
in the whole city.”
Among her many accomplishments in Ghana, Harvison says the most satisfying 
was the relationship she established with a 14-year-old girl from the Accra streets. 
She was already seven months pregnant, but she didn’t understand what was hap­
pening to her body,” says Harvison. “She kept wondering why she was getting fat”
I explained what was happening to her,” says Harvison, “and arranged for us to 
make weekly trips to medical appointments, which my agency agreed to pay for.” 
When her student went into labor, Harvison went with her to die hospital, where the girl gave birth to a healthy 
boy.
t ^  ̂  hadn t been around, he would have literally been bom  on the streets, where his chances o f survival would­
n’t have been very good,” says Harvison. “Now he’s nine months old, and they call him *Wendy’s grandson’.”
“I know this is only one person and her baby, but I also know I made a huge impact on their lives,” Harvison con­
tinues. “If I do nothing else here, this one thing would be worth all my time.”
Wendy Harvison greets President 
and Mrs. Cinton in Ghana in 
March.
W illiam  “Bill” W. M ercer ’86 
Missoula
Byron L  Robb ’54, ’56
Livingston
Rachael Sprunk Smith ’84 
Suwanec, Ga.
Daniel J. Sullivan 77 
Butte
G eoffrey J. Sutton 75 
M issoula
John C  W ertz ’61 
Arlington, Va.
A LU M N I O F F IC E  
Bill Johnston 79, M P A  *91 
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N ev er  Too  Late fo r  Love
by Paddy MacDonald
In my years o f editing Class Notes, I often received bad news. This story, however, I’m delighted to telL In fall 
1938, Jack McGuin and Betty Alff 
enrolled at The University o f Montana. 
While in school, Jack married Kay 
Kittendorf, and Betty married James 
Ellen. Both couples were Messed with 
happy marriages.
When Betty, recently widowed, sent 
her usual Christmas card to the McGuins 
in 1996, she received a call from Jack 
informing her o f  Kay’s death. Both griev-
ing, they struck up a writing relation­
ship—he from San Diego and she from 
Melbourne, Fla. Letters led to e-mail mes­
sages and phone calls, then Jack invited 
Betty to visit
“I came to San Diego for a three-day 
visit and I’m still here!” she writes.
The couple married in August 1997. 
Their wedding announcement reads: 
“These two old friends named Betty and 
Jack renewed their friendship and never 
looked back. Soon they decided that 
they’d become one, announcing to all a 
new day has begun.” Congratulations!
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Jack and Betty McCain on 
their wedding day.
A  UMN# NOTES
“Fabulous Frosh” Meet to Play Again
by Rae Lynn McCarty D’Angelo
Rob Chaney o f the Missoulian said it best in the Feb. 28, 1998 edition: “The old, tricky floor has been replaced. The baskets face north and south instead o f east and west Pretty soon, the 
whole o f Adams Field House will be gutted and replaced with a new 
arena.
“None o f  that dimmed the enthusiasm o f 13 members o f  the 
Montana State University Cubs—the first Missoula players to compete 
in the original field house back in 1953. Now they’re 63-year-old busi­
nessmen and retirees. Then, they were the Fabulous Frosh.”
Co-sponsored by the Alumni and Grizzly Athletic associations, the 
reunion o f  the Fabulous Frosh during the 1998 Griz-Cat weekend, Feb. 
27 and 28 in Missoula, began with a question. Whatever happened to 
the team o f men who had played the first game in Harry Adams Field 
House on D ec 18,1953? The answer to this question grew into a mem-
The Fabulous Frosh 
together again.
Back row left to right:
Jim Peterson, Ken 




Front row left to right:
Pete Glennie, Connie 
Orr, Dan Freund, Pete 
Muri, Lefty Monson,
Bob Powell.
orable reunion for 13 o f the original 18 members, many o f  whom had 
not seen each other for almost 45 years.
It began with a photo session on the basketball court o f the field 
house. Ray Howard, o f Helena, later wrote o f those first minutes: 
“When I rushed into the field house late for the picture that Friday 
afternoon my heart was pounding....What did we all look like now? 
Would I recognize everybody?...I walked onto the floor where everyone 
had gathered—the guys came up to me, introduced themselves, and 
hugged me! What a beautiful moment! That first meeting will stay 
with me for the rest o f my life....We haven’t changed that much—our 
hair is grey to white, most o f us have less o f it, our weight has shifted 
somewhat, but without exception, the eyes and the smile for each o f  us 
have continued to sparkle and flash as they did forty-five years ago.” 
The rest o f the weekend was just as exciting. Time and time again 
the Grizzly fight song was sung as the group attended evening recep­
tions, a pre-game brunch, half-time introductions at the Griz-Cat game 
and a shooting contest afterward. Before going their separate ways 
Saturday evening, they decided to meet in Billings a month later and go 
see their former coach, Bob “Lefty” Byrne, in Laurel Lefty had been 
unable to attend the reunion in Missoula because o f disabilities 
incurred in a 1979 farm accident
On Saturday, April 4,1998, nine team members were reunited again 
to see their old coach. Though he was unable to speak, Lefty listened
intently as each man told o f his life over the past 45 years. Afterwards, 
while Lefty’s wife, Yvonne, and their four children watched, he was pre­
sented with a plaque from the team.
No one could have predicted that the Fabulous Frosh reunion would 
provide so much for so many. As Al Dunham, o f  Union, Wash., wrote 
to his teammates after their first reunion: “It exceeded even my own 
lofty expectations. We were a very special group o f guys that for some 
reason bonded early in our lives and the feeling manifested itself at our 
reunion. Now that we are older, we are still a group o f very special peo­
ple with varying degrees o f  success and unchanged personalities. What 
a group!”
Alumni EventsJune
4 GAA Golf Tournament, Helena
5 Griz-Cat GAA Golf Tournament, Butte
12 GAA Golf Tournament, Missoula
13 Golf Tournament, Tri-Cities, Wash.
14 Alaskans from Montana Picnic, Kincaid Park, 
Anchorage, Alaska
20-July 2 Cruise on Rhine-Moselle rivers 
28 Denver Picnic
August
1 Griz-Cat Golf Tournament, Seattle
15 Portland Picnic
21 Montana Golf Tournament, Denver, Colo.
September
1- 9 Alumni Campus Abroad in Provence, France
5 Tailgate6 Stephen F. Austin, Nacagdoches, Texas
16-24 Alumni Campus Abroad in Stirling, Scotland 
26 Tailgate* Weber State, Ogden, Utah
October
2- 3 Homecoming
10 Tailgate6 Cal State Northridge, Northridge, Calif.
24 Tailgate* Eastern Washington University, Spokane, 
Wash.
November
14 Tailgate6 Sac State, Sacramento, Calif.
21 Griz-Cat Game, Missoula
21 Griz-Cat Satellite Parties (see Fall *98 Montanan)
*Tailgates begin two hours before kickoff time.
For more information on these events, please call the UM Alumni 
Office at 1-800-862-5862.
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MOMENTUM
Paul Anka G ives Equipment to Help 
Musicians He Performed W ith
Singer-songwriter Paul Anka gave a studioful of 
recording and sound equipment—ranging from microphones 
to mixing boards—to the Department of Music to enhance 
the department’s technological capabilities.
Anka first became acquainted with the music 
department when, at the invitation of his friends, Dennis 
and Phyllis Washington of Missoula, he performed at the 
Capital Campaign’s finale concert Oct. 17. UM student 
musicians accompanied him on one number. The 
Washingtons were instrumental in arranging the gift.
Music Chair Tom Cook was “bowled over” by the gift. 
He expects the addition of studio equipment to enhance all 
the department’s programs. “It will improve the faculty’s 
ability to train students to deal with technical aspects of 
music,” he said.
Technology has become increasingly important in the 
education of music students, observed Fine Arts Dean James 
Kriley. He said Anka’s gift will enhance three aspects of the 
music program:
While the Anka equipment is not new, Kriley pointed 
out that because Anka has been known primarily as a 
recording star since the 1950s, items from his studio were 
“the Lexus of studio equipment when they were purchased.” 
Over the past few years, Cook said, the music 
department has improved its technological capabilities, 
beginning with fairly basic equipment, then adding pieces 
such as computers and disklavier pianos, many of which were 
private gifts from Earl and Noella Morgenroth of Reno. The 
latest additions will further enhance UM’s music programs 
and allow UM to take advantage of the music building’s 
recording studio design. When the building was constructed 
in 1953, Cook said, it was designed to be used for recording, 
but has not been used for that purpose for many years. Now, 
the department will take advantage of the building’s 
architecture in addition to expanding the ways it prepares 
students for their personal and professional futures in music.
• Faculty and 
students can use 
recording equipment, 
not only to produce 
CDS and demon­
stration disks, but 
more widely for 
students to hear and 
critique their own 
performances.
• The music 
composition program 
will make extensive 
use o f electronic 
equipment to simulate 
full orchestral sound. •
• Music education 
students can learn 
how to better utilize 
technology in their 
classrooms. Music Chair Tom Cook (center), with instructors Rick Hughes and Scott B 
technology. Iladeau, shows off the music department’s n<
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Sons Memorialize Parents 
W ith Math’s Biggest G ift
The largest gift ever made to The 
University of Montana math depart­
ment came during the Capital 
Campaign in memory of George and 
Dorothy Bryan from their sons.
The $500,000 endowment is from 
John and Martha Bryan of Lake 
Oswego, Ore., and his brother, Charles 
of Missoula, a UM math professor for 
23 years and now owner of Gillespie 
Realty with his wife, Cynthia. John 
Bryan is a retired executive of Georgia 
Gulf Corp., a chemical company he co- 
founded.
Math Chairman Gloria Hewitt 
called the gift “generosity beyond my 
wildest dreams,” noting that basic areas 
like mathematics don’t often attract 
such large sums, but have the same 
needs more visible departments have. 
“In fact,” Hewitt said, “we have 3,500 
students who take math classes each 
semester,” for math major or general 
education requirements. “Our needs 
are great because we have so much
contact with students.”
Hewitt praised the Bryans’ forward 
thinking in wanting to enhance math 
education. “We have always known 
that to be strong in any academic area, 
we must strengthen the base,” she said. 
“Our department is so fortunate that 
someone recognizes math is important” 
When Hewitt first learned of the 
Bryans’ interest in helping Charles’s 
old department, she had hoped the gift 
would be large enough to endow the 
Undergraduate Math Scholars Program, 
a unique program started in 1995 to 
involve students more actively in their 
own learning. Each student chosen for 
the program is assigned to a particular 
lower-division math course and works 
with the course’s instructor, who then 
becomes a mentor. Building a 
relationship with a faculty member is 
important to the students, many of 
whom will choose teaching as a career. 
Endowing the program will be a 
tremendous boost to Montana where
many UM math graduates will teach. 
“Any first-class treatment we can give 
our math students will benefit Mon­
tana,” she added.
Not only has the Bryan gift 
endowed the Undergraduate Math 
Scholars Program, it will enhance many 
other departmental projects, such as 
scholarships, travel expenses for 
professional conferences, math club 
activities, summer research projects and 
certain graduate mathematics 
enhancements.
Both Charles and John Bryan are 
graduates of Montana State University 
and a similar gift has gone to engineer­
ing at MSU. “We wanted to put money 
back into the state,” Charles said, “and 
to continue, in our way, our parents’ 
tradition of helping kids go to college.” 
With the encouragement of their 
mother, their father, George Bryan, a 
Livingston clothing store owner, helped 
put several local students through 
college.
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John and Charles Bryan
A UM art student pours molten metal into forms. The pieces 
will eventually be part of a sculpture.
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Remember the gaoodXll M1ES?
The student union ... the University Theatre ... more than 60 years of great performances, 
lectures, and memories. The grand hall has now been restored and a new addition 
to the th eat||ii| in ces its convenience and elegant atmosphere.
We need your help to purchase critical equipment—dgging, lighting, and a sound 
system—and to build a cultural endowment that will ensure the quality of 
coming attractions in this campus landmark.
For Montanans; Take advantage of the new state 
income tax credit for gifts to the endowment.
Explore the opportunities by calling 
Dorcie Dvarishkis o f The University of Montana 
Foundation at or 1-800-443̂ 2593.
The is B A C K  in the
University Theatre! i : w  you cun put your nam*o» o  seat in the newly renovated University 
■ " ■ Thtcrtrel
The Uni ve r s i t y  o f  M o n t a n a  — M i s s o u l a  
The University o f  Montana Foundation P.O. Box 7159 Missoula, MT 59807-7159
N o r t h w e s t  *Mon ta n a
b n s s F f u m C r a e f cLarge p a r c e ls  and a c r e a g e  .U kefron t, r iv e r f r o n t  a n d  v ie w  p r o p e r t y .
E x clu siv e; pea ce fu l, natu ra l, in sp irin g se tt in g s. $240,000 t o  $6,500,000. u«dwimEnvironmentFore*try
or* information contact: Bill DeReu, Plum Creek at (406) 892-6264. Visit our Web.Site at http://land.plumcreek.com/
XX& S ltS3LC
The University o f
M ontana
MONTANAN
224 Brantly Hall ,
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